For its first victory of the
season the hockey team·
squeezed Providence for
three goals. Check out the
Morning Line. But first,
turn the paper over' and
read Sports.
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R.E.M. and The ·Feelies
perform at 'the Fieldhouse. See photos on page
16.
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The power of the senate
By Leonard Dodge
The student senate has the
power to request resignations
from leaders of SAFC (Student
Activity Fee Council ) organizations, seize organization
assets, and close off ices, according to the senate constitution.
The constitution states in
Article IV, under legislative
powers that ," The student senate
will have prior jurisdiction in
any matters of the Student
Activity Fee organizations when
deemed necessary by the student
· senate."
Last week this power was
demonstrated when Student
Body President Jay Ablondi,Jim
Griffith, SAFO business manager, and Warner Jones, SAFC
chairperson, requested the resignation of Ron Spicer, president of MUSO. Earlier in the
month, · Ablondi and Jones
locked the doors of the Student
Televison Network (STVN).
Griffith said in the October
24 issue .o f The New Hampshire

"We feel that Ron Spicer lacks execut ive board is made up of
the responsible leadership to Warner Jones, Jim Griffith and
run a programming organiza- Don Harley, t reasurer of the
tions of MU SO's size." There Student Activity Fee.
"Any member (of the senate)
was also 'controversy over a
contract problem with Royce- can introduce a motion on the
Carlton, a talent agency, which senate floor requesting a resig'"
Griffith said could have brought nation, but its not a wise thing
a lawsuit against the University. to do unless they have a good
If Spicer had refused to resign, reason to do it," said Ablondi.
Deb Lapin, Judicial Affairs
Jones said a bill would be
introduced into the senate or- Council Chairperson, sa:id,
dering Spic·er's resignation. "It not as if we are watching over
Spicer resigned on Oct. 24, · them (student organizations).
We have no direct cqntrol over
before the bill was introduced.
Defending the action taken them but !f somethihg is blatby Jones and Griffith, Ablondi . antly wrong then we have to
said,"the senate .is responsible take action."
for anything t' .at happens with
. Elaine Stevenson, MUSO student organizations." Ablondi Film Director, said, "I think
said in the past when there were somebody else should b~ inWednesday's warm weather prompted Indian summer activities,
problems in student organiza- volved, it shouldn't be just up
including some juggling in front of Thompson Hall. (Mark
tions the "members fixed their to the senate to step in, there
own problems."
should be some other authority.''. · DesRochers phoro )·_"There was no move by this
This incident is the f irst·in tees is symbolically giving The authority ·rests with the
organization (MUSO ) to take two years that the student senate $500,000 a year to senate. I've senate."
responsiblity so the SAFC ex- has requested a resignation.
seen . a model of too much
'Tve seen mor~ problems and
ecutive board decided they had
Harley said "I work on the
autonomy in student organizato, " Ablondi said. The SAFC theory that the Bo·ard of Trustions and it didn't work well.
SENATE, page 18
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UNH boasts new courses
By Clara Zwirble
A number of new courses are
m aking their debut this spring
semester as U NH holds another
preregistration.
Donna Reed, assistant registrar, believes that "Not many
people know about some of the
new courses." This is because
the course descriptions are not
'printed in the 1986-87 catalog.
A few of the new classes are
taking an interdisciplinary approach; involving more than
one department. One such
course is 608 Arts & American
University of Cafifornia professor John Searles. (Stu Evans Society: Women Wri t ers and
photo) ·
Painters 1850-Present.
The course is simultaneously
taught by three professors,
Melody Graulich, associate profess or of English; Mara Wit zling, associate_professor of the

UC Prof speaks
By Beth Ineson
John R. Searfe, a philosophy
professor at the University of
California at Berkeley, said that
a computer, while definitely able
to think, can not understand
information and use reason as
human beings do.
· Searles began ·his lecture
entitled "Minds, Brains, and
Computers" Wednesday night
by detailing the common trains
of thought which explain the
causes of people's behavior.
The first train of thought is

intentionality, or using common
sense to reason out why people
act certain ways. The second is
neurophysiology. It is the study
of exact chemical processes in
the brain tha,t cause different
forms of behavior to occur.
Both students and faculty
filled Howes Auditorium to
capacity as Searle lectured on
his controversial article "Minds,
Brains, and Programs," published in the Journal of Behav SEARLE, page 17

arts; and Laurel Ulrich, assist ant pro(essor of history. It is

offered in a,ll three departments.
Graulich explained that the
course studies the "images of
women and women-'s lives in
the 19th & 20th century: what
kept them from being artists
and also what nourished them."
, According to Graulich, the
fact that the class is taught from
three different departm~nts will
"make students mo're selfconscious of people in different
fields."
Graulich also believes that
the different perspectives will

allow students to see how other
professors teach ·and how they
relate to one another when
discussing a common subject.
The communications department has listed a number
of new classes under the special
topic heading. One which seems
to be qeating a lot of excitment
is 595D TV Drama Production.
According to in.structor William Rogers, the course is about
"the effect the camera has on
a performer and the role of the
director in relation to the actor
or actress."
Rogers, who is looking forward to teaching the new class,
hopes that both communication
and theater students sign up

for the course. The goal is to
create a balance between performers and directors.
The - language -department
has created a number ot new
courses which- meet General
Education requirements. The
course 593 20th Century Russian Literature: Identity, Revolution, and Memory, and 520
Images of Women in German
Literature, are just a couple of
them.
Associate Professor Nancy
Lukens, who will be teaching
Images of Women in German
Literature, explains that "tra. ditionally German literature has
been dominated by men," and
therefore, "there is a ·tendency

to look at women figures
through the eyes of male writersonl y." This course is unique
because it focuses on both male
and female authors.
Lukens hopes the course will
get students to "think critically
about relationships and selfdefinition, especially among
women."
The psychology department
has added a couple ot new
courses to their curriculum, one
of which is 791A Psychology of
ReliBion.
The class, taught by Professor
David Leary, will raise such
questions as, "Are religious
beliefs, feelings and behaviors
in anyway distinctive frQm non- ·
religious thought, feelings, and
behaviors? And can psychology
enlighten us about the nature
and functions of religion?"
The · topic is new to the
University, especially since this
type of research was discontinued in the 1950's; and is now
j11st beginning to be revived.
The University is offering a
number of other new courses
including InCo 480 Art in Society, 495 Computer Applica- ·
tions, and a variety of others.
Any student wishing for further
information on any newcourses
is encouraged to contact the
Registrar's Office in Thompson
Hall.
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Week end'?spoq ks
By Pano Brooks
Parents' weekend occurs simultaneously with Halloween
this year, and you big monsters
better behave.
Kappa Sigma and Chi Omega
are sponsoring a "Haunted
House" at Kappa Sig to benefit
the United Way. The "Haunted
House" will be open from 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m. this Friday. Admission is $1 for children and $2
for students.
Friday night students will be
able to find out for $1 what goes
Durham children making the most of D~lta Zeta and Lambda Chi Alpha's Halloween party . . on in College Woods during the
"Spook Hayride." Its begins lit
(Mark DesRochers photo)

Siste rs lend a hand

Gree ks treat kids
"I like chocolate," said fiveBy Katharine Doyle
Lambda Chi AlphaFraternity year-old Michael Fisher,_"and
teamed up with Delta Zeta my mom made me this costume
sorority for the annual Hallo- so you better look out!. They are
ween party for Durham day care pretty sharp." He pointed to
the scales on his dragon coschildren.
tume.
"It: is mainly a philanthropy
The brothers and sisters of
project," said Jeff Harrington,
the philanthropy chairperson Lambda and DZ also joined the
of Lambda Chi. "We want to fu~ by d~essing up in costumes
prove to the . community as a and entertaining the chi-ldren.
The future goal of Delta Zeta
whole that the Greeks are not
here to have parties. We want and Lambda Chi is to have the
annual event open to all the
to aid the community."
The children played musical children in the community.
chairs, bobbed for apples and "Hopefully we will start adverwent trick-or-treatin g in the tising beforehand," said Kristen
Roznicki, the philanthropy
house.
"I like M&M's," said young chairperson of DZ, "so it will
Kelly Pinkham who dressed up be known that Delta Zeta along
._ with Lambda Chi will be the
as a turtle.

Smith Hall parking lot . The
wagon leav~s every half hour
and starts at 7 p.rn. ending at
11:30 p.m.
The Mub Pub is showing
"The T...e.xas Chainsaw Massacre" at 10 p.m. and midnight
for $I. Only the most psychotic
will be allowed to watch the late
show . The refreshment stand
will sell popcorn; candy, and ...
perhaps tourniquets.
On Saturday the "PousetteDart Band" will play in the Mub
Pub. Students are asked to pay
$4 and .non-students pay $6.
Happy Halloween!!!

By Joanne Bourbeau
hours.
Phi Mu sister Jennifer Kent
Hulk Hogan, Captain Hook,
Little Red Riding Hood and offered the sorority's services
Pippy LongS'tocking were for the event when she-found
among the guests at Phi Mu's out OREW needed help. The
Halloween party for preschool- party was organized as a way
ers-second graders last night to let kids have some fun safely,
at Oyster River Elementary said Kent. "There are so many
things that could happen, like
School.
Approximately twelve sisters bad candy," said Kent.
The party took the Phi Mu
from the sorority helped with
decorations and entertainment. sisters a week and a half to
_
The party was sponsored by the prepare.
According to -Kent, ''The
Oyster River Educational Work- ·
shop (OREW). Popcorn, cider, . parents do most of the work.
cartdy, a haunted house, a bean It's just a matter of putting it
--place to trick-or-treat."
"This is the best place to be," bag toss and other games kept all together," said Kent.
said Carin Fischer, parent of · the kids busy for one and a half
Michael. "This is our third year ·
here at DZ. They (DZ and
Lambda) do such a great job."

,,
I

\

NEWS IN BRIEF
McEach ern worked for
Seabroo k

Vatican says homose xual
tendencie_s accepta ble

Portsmouth-Pa ul McEachern confirmed reports
Wednesday that he had worked as a legal counsel
to builders of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
McEachern said he opposed construction of the
plant since 1977. He provided legal counsel in 1983.
McEachern said he privately opposed the plant
during this period, but did not speak publicly against
it until 1982, after Democratic Gov. Hugh Gallen's
death.
McEachern's opponent in the Nov. 4 Gubernatorial election, Gov. John Sununu, said ~There is
an inconsistency there and a misrepresentati <;rn
that I think it's time that Mr. McEachern was called
to task on."

Vatican City-Homosex ual tendencies are acceptable for Roman Catholics as long as they avoid
the "Serious sin" of homosexual relations, church
_
officials said yesterday.
Vatican officials say the statement upholds the
church teaching that any homosexual act is immoral
·
but to have homosexual leanings is not.
The New York Times quoted senior church
officials Wednesday as saying that the guidelines
recommend homosexuals be encouraged to practice
the sacraments, especially confession and communion.

4,620 pounds of cocaine
nabbed in Florida

India sentenc es six for
spying for US

Miami-Federal agents disclosed yesterday that
they had confiscated 4,620 pounds of cocaine in
West Palm Beach, Florida. This is . the largest
confiscation of the drug in the history of the United
States.
The cocaine had been concealed in false compartments in two 40-foot shipping conta!ners.-en
a freighter arriving from Venezuela . .
The previ9us record seizure was 3,940 pounds
in 1982. It was aboard a Tampa Columbia airlines .
plane at Miami International Airport. ·
The estimated wholesale value of the cocaine
is more than $41 million ..

New Delhi-A judge sentenced six men to three
year jail terms for spying for the United States
and passing on secret information about India's
.
military projects.
The trial lasted nine y~ars. The long duration
of the trial was attributed to a sequence of
adjournments. There defendants had· been free on
bail. Among goverl).ment officials sentenced were
two former planning commision directors, two
former aides to ca-binet ministers under Prime
Minister Indira Ghandi, and an official in a major ·
government trading organization.

Commi ttee urges $2 bilJlion a year to combat
AIDS
1

Washington- A committe of the National Academy of Sciences yesterday called for a national budget
of $2 billion a year by 1990 to fight AIDS.
The committee also urged that a natio~al
commission on AIDS be established to coordinate
reserach and education effot.s
.. Fr~n~ Pr.ess, preside.nt of the academy, said
Begmnmg m 1990 we will lose as many Americans
each year in death rtes as we lost in the entire
Vietnam War or the entire Korean War or the World
War I."
By t~e end of 1991, according to academy
proJect10ns, more than 179,000 Americans will
have died of AIDS.
. Worldwide, the situation is worse, particularly
m Central America. More than 10 million people
are thought to be infected.

Correct ions
•Former New Hampshire Governor Sherman
Adams did not go to prison for tax evasion and
did not lose his fortune. The Bostoh textile
manuf~cturer who gave Adams the infamous vicuna
fur -coat had these experiences. Adams founded
Loon Mountain when he was 67.
•Andy Merton of the English department is head
of the journalism program at UNH; there is no
seperate journalism department.
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McEac hern is on a missio n
By Bob Bosworth
His campaign could easily be
called a mission. Paul McEachern, the Democratic candidate
for governor of New Hampshire, is trying to alert the
people of the Granite State that
the Seabrook nucle a r power
plant should not operate and
will not operate if he is elected
Tuesday, Nov. 4.
"My main campaign obstacle
is having the people realize that
they can stop Seabrook, and
John Suhunu won't, but I will,"
said McEachern in a stern voice.
McEachern claims the people
he has talked to since his campaign began in April don't want .
to see Seabrook go on line,
unlike McEachern 's opponent
Governor Johri Sununu.
"If people don't want Sea brook, _and they go out and ·vote,
I

.

that will decide the race," cause he advocated a three
McEachern said.
percent state income tax.
If Seabrook operates, electric
"Revenue generated by the
rates are expected to triple tax would have gone to educawithin seven years and quad- tion programs," said McEachruple in 10-12 years.
ern.
Also the New Hampshire
"The people have told me to
Public Service Co: acknowledges find solutions within di e presthat 1,600 megawatts of power ent tax system. I wish John
·are attainable from smaller Sununu would get the same
power plants. The planned message regarding Seabrook,"
share of Seabrook power is only McEachern said.
409 megawatts.
Also differentiating 1986
Besides having no guarantee . from 1984 are Seabrook's pendthat Seabrook will ever be safe, ing operation if Sununu is rethe $5 billion pfant can only elected and the Chernobyl disproduce power for 30-40 years aster.
before it becomes too radioac"If Sununu is re-elected, it's
tive to operate, experts say.
going on line unlike '84 when
Running for the state's high- it wasn ' t completed," said
est office is not new to McEach- McEachern. "Also w ith the
-ern, a Portsmouth attorney. He Chernobyl incident, we now
was defeated in the 1984 Democratic primary, largely be- McEACHERN, page 10

Democratic candidate for governor, Paul McEachern. (Filephoto)

Peabo dy reache s out his hand
By Marla G. Smith
. down the hallway. "Watch us
The campaign tour continued .
Endicott "Chub" Peabody all g.et in trouble, wouldn't it Peabody was anxious to shake
waited patiently among the be fun?" whispered Crowely.
hands with the Public Works
empty tables in the employees'
Frank and Greenwood re- employees.
cafeteria of the New Hampshire mained silent, wondering how
Greenwood, nearing his late
Department of Transportatiml · Peabody would handle the halt- fifties, tagged behind Peabody.
He was surrounded at a small ed campaign tour.
He handed out flyers as Peabody
round table by his campaign
Peabody, the former governor greeted employees.
coodinators; Elaine Crowley, of Massachusetts, lead his troops
"Hi, I'm Chub Peabody and
George Frank, and Dick Green- into Fletcher's office and de- I'm running for US Senate," he
wood.
manded his right to tour the · said to a woman.
Public Works Commissioner building._
·
"Yes, nice to finally meet
Wallace Stickney, out of town
you," said Arlene Mills. She
for the day, left instructions for
smiled and watched him con- .
Peabody not to campaign
tinue through the office. When
throughout the building. Peabhe was out of sight she began
ody and crew were left to wait
to read the flyer Greenwood had
until further notice.
handed her. "My, doesn't he look
"What are we going to do?"
handsome," she said said qujetly.
•
Crowley asks frantically, as a
Peabody had already moved
tray of food is placed on the
on to the next office. 'Tm
Fletcher, a foot shorter than against Seabrook," he said as
table.
"First, we're going to have the once All-American football ·, he shook hands with another
lunch," said Peabody, scooping player, apologized for the in-- employee.
up an egg salad sandwich and stuctions the first commissioner
"Good, so am I," said Joyce
had given him. "I do appreciate - Whitney
taking a bite.
A chunk of the egg mixture your time," said Fletcher. "I feel .
"Good luck in your cam remained in the corner of his the employees of the state paign," said Duncan Pearson.
mouth. Crowley's scowl light- should be able to meet with the
ened, and Peabody smile9, wip- candidates." Peabody smiled
PEABODY, page 18
ing his face. Frank and Green- . warmly.
wood eagerly dig into the
sandwiches and potato chips.
Beginning at 7:30 last Wednesday morning, Peabody, 66,
debated Warren Rudman and
Bruce Valley, his -opponents for
U.S. Senate. After the debate
- at the Sheraton Inn in Manchest_e r, Peabody quickly left for
Concord. He shook nearly 60
hands in the State Health and
Welfare, £!.nd Registration of
Motor Vehicles Buildings.
At noon, in the State Public ··
·War.ks Building, Peabody was
told he could no longer shake
hands.
"This is ridiculous," said
Crowely. "We as taxpayers are
being restricted in the use of
.our government buildings. They
can't do this to us."
Peabody, his appetite satisfied, calmly pushed aside his ·
empty plate and stood up from
the table. "Come on," he said~
walking out of the cafeteria and
down a corridor towards the
office of Bill Fletcher, the second
comm1ss10ner.
Crowely, Frank and Green- - Endicott '-'Chub" Peabody, Democratic candidate for U.S.
wood faithfully followed him Senate. (Photo courtesy of Peabody for Senate)

Republican
candidates
next
issue -

Janet Wall, Democratic ca~didate for the N.H. House of
-Representatives. (Fil~ photo)

Wall cOntin ues
local camPa ign
By Mary Beth Lapin
The Democratic candidate for
the New Hampshire House of
Representatives replaced a
mallet and stake used to plant
campaign signs on supporter's
lawn in the trunk of her car. At
this point 1n her campaign Janet
Wall is almost out of signs.
It's a good feeling, Wall said.
She moved a cooler of apple
cider to the Volvo's interior. On
the back seat sat a box of ballot
forms and stacks of voter registration printouts.
As Wall reversed onto a _
residential Durham street, her
_ red and white campaign signs
complicated visibility through
both rear windows.
Wall's car is a mobile office.
On the days her campaigning
in District #4 (Durham, Lee and
Madbury) takes her door to
door, she spends a lot of time
behind the wheel.
A large portion of Wall's

campaign is on thP .... ~rsonal,
neighborly level. Shi as hosted
a series of local coffee- nours with
community groups . But from
here on out the campaign is
mostly legwork.
Wall's main concern is
growth, in District #4 and in
the rest of the state. Growthrelated issues Wall addresses
in her campaign are public
roads, public education and
environmental impacts. There
are two particular areas in the
town of Madbury which Wall
said exemplify the serious problems caused by unplanned community growth.
Less than 200 yards down the
roaC:l from Wall's home in Madbury, is a gaping excavation
spanning over half a mile in
either.direction. Piles of crushed
automobile metal and fragments
of defunct school buses are
WALL, page 14
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NTHESPOT
o you think you're an adult, and why?

. ..
!

. __ _lllllllliiillli_ _ _ _..,.

''Yes. I am basically on
my own and I pay all my
own bills. "
-Eileen Butnam
Senior
Microbiology

, .1

''Yes. First of all, I Jm
legally over 18. I accept the
responsibilities of every
other adult. I take care of
myself and I support my~
self when needed. Secondly, I make decisions on my
own which could affect my
future."
-Freddy Brennan
Senior
Biochemistry

uYes. We're on our own,make our own deCisions,
and we rely only on ourselves."

-''No. I don't consider
myself in an adult envir.onment yet."

-Carol Mears
Sophomore,
Psychology

-Chris Keenan
Freshman
Zoology

. l
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20% OFF .Entire
Store*
-

Starts Today

.

until Sunday Nov. 2nd

ONLY AT THE
*Except Rugby's &

MALL,
RUN
FOX
Bears.
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· ~~~~~ofrec~ivesa~~~a~ ~~~~~~~~~
By BeJh Cote .,

. ,, ,
Lincoln Page, UNH adjunct
professor of Geology, has been
awarded the Centennial Medal·
by the Geological Survey ~f
Finland (GSF).
Of the 100 medals awarded
in, Koli, Finland, Page is on_e of
only five non-Finnish recipients.
.Page recieved the award for
over 30 years of association,
technical consulting and training he provided the GSF.
In his 34 years working for
the United States Geological
Survey (USGS), Page has
searched for metals, from cromium to tin, in nearly .every part
of the country ..He said, "My wife
and I have lived in 27 different
houses over 44 years."
In the 1950's, Page's work for
the USGS centered on uranium
geology. In 1954, Page was in
charge of three USGS divisions
searching for uranium deposits
· in the US, a consulting project
f<;>r the Atomic Energy Commission.
The USGS was successful in
finding an abundant supply of
uranium . Page said, "In seven
years we found enough uranium
to put us on easy street."
In 195 5 and again in 1958,
Page served as a technical
advisor to the Atoms for Peace
Conference in Geneva, Switzerland.
Page is a strong supporter of
nuclear power. "We shouldn't
.be scared of (nuclear power),
but we should respect it," he
said.
Page believes nuclear energy
is a safe, inexpensive source of
p_ower for the future, no more

,.. dangerous" than- , the radio- · the New Hampshi·re<state. ge01 ...
activity naturally present in ogist and became adjunct prorocks. He said, "There is no fessor at UNH. "Adjuct profesproblem of handling (nuclear :sor means I lectured when they
· w·as'fe) ,safoly. They can put it . asked me to," he said. He retired
all under my feet as far as I'm as both state geoJogist andUNH
_concerned;"
professor in 1983.
Since his retirement, Page has
Duri,ng his years ~i~l? . the
USGS, Page also worked .with" . been .working independently 'oii ·'
new techniques of finding mineral projects. He is involved with
depos·its. He was rnvolved in glacial geology in Finland, urhigh-altitude photography, sa- anium work for the Internation- .
tellites, and glacial geology. He al Atomic Energy Agency,
shared much of his research and has spent six months dictating his autobiography. The with the Finnish geologists.
At one time Page was in- remainder of his time is spent
volved with moon geology for cutting wood and tending sheep
NASA.
,on his beautiful farm in central
After retiring form the USGS New Hampshire.
in 197'1>, Page went to work as

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Women's Cross Country-at New Englands
UNH Intercollegiate Horse Show-Students from'. 14 New
England Colleges compete in Hunt Seat Equitation classes
on the flat and over 'fences. UNH Light Horse B~i:n, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Football-vs. Rhode Island, Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m . .
Parent's Weekend Concert-Mu~ic fr~m Big Bar;id Era to
Present, tJNH Jazz Band, David Setler, duectrng. New
Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m. Students/Seniors $4, general $5.

Election Day-No exams can be scheduled.
Women's Soccer-at Dartmouth
Men's Soccer-vs. Babson, Lewis Field, 2 p.m.
Women's Swi~ming-vs. Vermont, Field House, 4 p.m.
UNH Percussion Ensemble-Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
8p.m.
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

The New Hampshire (USPS 37?-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi:;,,, ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located m Room·
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. l
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
'.;24.00. Third Class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
· check their ads the first d.iy. The New Hampshire will in no case be
'responsible for typograph•-::al or other errors, but will repr.int that part
of an advertisement in which --a typographical error appears, if notified
: immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
. 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824, 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Professor Lincoln Page. (Mark DesRochers photo)

Phil. 424. Science, Technology, & society·
MWF 9-10, HS 47, Triplett
of ,N atural .Sciences
Phil. 630.. Philosophy
_,
.
I;
,
MWF 1-2, HS 18, Dusek ,
1

_I

; :g·
., '

~ ·~;,'' .. , ~:Psychology 571. -The Great Psychologists
· t\V.'1.'''\~ '-"""

fo

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Write for
The New Hampshire
and have your name in
print

History 522. History of Science
MWF 9-10, SSC 215, Kuriyama

;.r..J

.,

MUSO Film,."Teias Chains-a~ Massacre.:" MUB PUB,
p.m. and nii:d night: Studems $2, general $4. · . ·~ · ,. ·. ,·

MUSO Film-"Murphy's Romance/' Strafford Room, MUB,
,
9:30 p.m. only. Students $1, general $2.

HISTORY. & PHILOSOPHY
OF \SCIENCE

--

Men's Soccer-vs. Rhode Island, Lewis Field, 2 p.m.

.

TR 2-3:30, Par151, Woodward ·
TR 9:40-11, Pett 215, Knoth

.

..

.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE .M INOR
·PICK UP HANDOUT IN HIST.,. PHIL., OR PSYClf,. .·
.
.
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HALLOWEE
Are Yo.u ?·
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CANDY TOO!
.. · New "This Year!
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862-176{ Hist~r~~; ~,
. 862-2360 "Psycbof~gy .
862-1040 Philosophy

Glasses
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- ~ AND.A:l-L ·THAT ·KINQ OF STUFF!

'•4

For Off ice Hours information call

Makeup

~

.

'
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'I'

'•
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; <THE O.UT BACK
~;

7
"•

. ; "' '

.,; . .

'<~'

.

~. .

'J':

~·

,-.,,,
~.44 MAIN 'ST. "
. DURHA~ _ . . . ~ :

• 888-7021' :

.

·, •'

.
.
OPEN
9-7 MONDAY-THURSDAY
-,
'9-5:30 FRIDAY .· . .
·s-s:oo SATURDAY
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL SUPERVISORS
. NEEDED:: The Recreauion Dept. is looking for
·g.rad st1.1de·nts, facuJty and/or staff int~rested in
UNH JUNIOR YEAR A13ROAD~~DIJON;
supervising open recreation hours at N~w BampFRANCE: Informational meeting regarding the
. shire Hall starting October ~ l until end of semester.
program (wit~ slides). Tuesday, November 4, SrnttFridays 3-9 p.m., Saturdays noon-5 p.m. and Sundays
side lounge of Sm,ith Hall, 2:30.)nformation: Dept.
of French and Italian,_862-3856. · ' .
, · . ~ · · noon-5 -.p~ m. · $4.50 per I:iour.~ Conta<;:t Mic;:hele
·
·Arbour, 862-2038. ·
· '·
~ . "·.'~ .. '·
CI IEMJS,TRY SEMINAR: .Sponsored by Chemis·t,ry .
WINE .A ND CHEESE.·REGEPilPN FOR 'WOM,; D~pt . ·"'.fhe Synthesis of Vinb,lastine-Type Co~-·.
. EN ~ACUi.TY: 'fo '·w.~kome hack)li returning
pounds as Anti-Tumor Agents," by Professor Maruri·
women faculty and to welcome new women factilty.
Kuehne, University of Vermont. Room Ll03,
Thursday, November 13, Gallery, New Englantl
Parsons, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Open to public.
Ce!flter, 4-6 p.. m. Please RSVP to Women 's
Commi~sfon by Thursday,. November 6. Chndren
GRADUATE SCHOOL WORKSJ?OP: Sponsored
are wekc)me'.
· by Non-Traditional Student Program. Facilitated .
by T ASk. Is grad $<hool for you? Focusing on general
TRICYCLE RACE FOR, llNITED WAY : Spo.ntips on applying to grad school, availability of grad
sored by UNH Greek System. 100 yard tricycle
school info. ,' and suggestions_for finding people
race down Madbury Road. Teams of 4. To benefit
to help you with the selection process. Tuesday,
Southeastern ,New Hampshire Alcohol and Drug
November 4, 12:30-2 p.m. and Wednesday,
Abuse Program: Sunday, November 2, Madbury
November 5, 9:30-11 a.m., Underwood House.
Road, 1-3 p.rn. $10 emry fee.
Information: 862-364T

'

ACADEMIC

'

." '·

•

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MANAGER: Volunteer
p~sition to assist with Women's B.a sketball
Program. Attend practices and all games, videotape·
home games (will train to use video equipment)
October-March, Field House. Information: Contact
Kathy Sanborn, 862-3831.
MEN'S CLUB VOLLEYBALL TEAM: Sponsored
by Rec. Sports. Organizational meeting. Come
prepared to play, Tuesday, November 4, New
. Hampshire Hall Gym, 7:30 p.m.
CAREER
COMPUTER CAREER NIGHT: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. Interested in a career
in the computer field? Hear four computer
professionals talk about their careers. Monday,
November 5, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m.
MANDATORY ORIENT A Tl,ONS FOR SENIORS: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Three more orientations have been
added-if you haven't attendecJ one yet, plan to
attend one of the following: Monday, November
3 from 10 a.m. to noon or 4-6 p.m. or Thursday, ,
November 6 from 8-10 a.m., Forum Room, Library.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Sponsore<;i
by Career Planning & Placement. Small' group seifassessment workshops designed to help Y.ou get
started on your career planning. Tuesday, November
4 and Thursday, November 13, Room. 203,
Huddleston, 4:30-6 :30 p.m . Sign,-up basis only .
Room 20.3, Huddleston, 862-2010.

NH OUTING CLUB SKI SALE: Retailers from
ski shops in New England will be selling merth_a n.
drse for 20-50% off suggested retail prices .
Thursday, November 13 to Saturday, November
15, Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. ~
HEALTH
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM: Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Sorority. Iqteresting and informative
Alcohol Awareness Program featuring Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo. All are welcome. Monday, No. vember 3, Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH: Sponsored
by Health Services. Workshop di.rected towards
specific women's issues, stress, and lifestyle
management for women in the 80's. A look at
pressures and possibilities of being a female sti.Ideru
at UNH. Wednesday,.November 5, Fairchild Dorm,
7 p.m. Information: 862-3$23.
MEETINGS
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE : Weekly meeting of
Campus Crusade for Christ, an int~rdenominational
student christian organization throughout the worH
Tuesdays, Room 207, Horton, 7-8:30 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY & LESBIAN ALLIA}'.Jq :ME'.El\
. ING.: Topics to-- be··di.scussed will 'De fond raising,
support groups and plans for Lesbian & Gay Cultural
Awareness Week at UNH. All are invited to attend.
Sundays, Philip .H ale Room, Paul Arts. 6-8 p.m.

'•

'.

·'

J,ly Nancy C'. Charest
. destroyed by a storm.
In New York City's shantyEugene Richards' dramatic
pictures of two pregnant sisters, town, he photographed drugage .'13 and 15, living in the addicts and mentally ill people
slums of Chicago, one already ·trying to stay alive. Everywhere,
the mother.of three, are part be was met with friendliness
of his project about poverty in and willingrtess to share experiences.
America.
Richard's said: "A lot of
Richards, a photo-journalist
from New York, believes that people have enormous pride
it is important to get to know about how they survive."
In addition to this book propeople like these two sisters
before he photographs them. ject, Richards has completed
His slide show was shown several other books: Dorchester
Tuesday night at Paul Creative Days, Arkansas D.elta, and Fifty
Hours. Perhaps the most emoArts Center.
"Most people, when they tional book he has worked on
photograph, set up a different in Exploding Into Life, which
relationship with these people. is about the battle against breast
It's easier if you can touch cancer by Dorothea Lynch,
soµieone . I go in their homes Richard's companion for almost
20 years.
,
to talk. !_ask about their lives
The decision to work ori this
and they ask about mine. Sharing breaks down the barriers. book came in 1978 when Lynch
Soon, they forget that I'm there was diagrwsed with breast
with a camera," Richards said.
cancer. When she asked doctors
He practices this theory in to see.. a picture of a mastectomy
each of his photo-essays. In his to help _h er decide about her
project about poverty, he be- treatment, doctors refused to
came close to· the two sisters in show her one, saying that these
Chicago and continues to receive pictures were unsuitable for
letters from them. He still feels nonmedical personnel.
The book, which Lynch and
close to them and sympathizes
with them.
·
. Richards had hoped would in"All these girls want is some clude the experiences of many
· warmth, some close relation- cancer patients, ended up being
. ship, some caring. And they end Lynch's own story since doctor's
refused to· let other patients
up pregnant," he said.
Richards travelled around the participate.
country taking picture§ of peo- · Exploding into Li/e was origple living in poverty. In North inally titled "New Life" and was
Dakota, he photographed a one to be about surviving and living
armed farmer fighting to keep with cancer. However, in 1983
his farm. In Arkansas, he pho- before the book could be pubLynch'
died . ..and
the__,...
t itle
. tograP,.~~q 'a JIOm_an strti,ggling lished,
.
.
.
-.~ ..,
":
:;,
id take'-careufher dying husband
and to rebuild their house RICHARDS, page 17 .
.

UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Talk
about clinic. Monday, November 3, Room 212,
Hamilton Smith, 5-6 p.m.

GENERAL
FUN-FILLED BOSTON TRIP: Venture with other
non-traditional students deep into the heart of
the city. We'll supply the transportation, you can
figure out the entertainment. Bus will leave at 8:15
a.m. from the front of Stoke Hall and will return
at 6 p.m. Reservations are a must! Saturday,
November 8. Adults : $6, children under 12 : $3 .
Information: 862-3647 . .
ALEXANDER COCKBURN LECTURE : Sponsored by Committee on Central Anierica and PFO.
Profound columnist for The Nation and Wall Street
Journal speaking on "The New Cold War and the
US Press." Thursday, November 6, Granite State
Room, MUB, 7:30 pm. Free.
WHOLE FOODS COOKING WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Great Bay Food Coop. Learn how to prepare
a delicious m€al from natural whole foods. Saturday,
November 1, Lounge 7L, Devine, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Workshop cost of $15 includes lunch. Information
and to register: Louise Proctor, 659-7418.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
MEETING: Features a film: "And That's Why the
State is,to Blame" about human rights in El S~lvador,
followed by a discussion led by Prof. Cliff Wirth.
Tuesday, Novem.ber 4, Room 128, Hamilton Smith,
7:30 p.m.

.·~'

Ill '

T

COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
MEETING: Nuclear weapons ar e real. Find out
,wh:jtt you can do to prevent them from ever being
used. Upcoming events planned including fundraising dance and week of education in November.
All are welcome. Wednesday, November 5,
· Hi.llsborough Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

LOGA
CONNECTION.

TICKET INFORMATION .
GOURMET DINNER II : Sponsored by Hotel
Administration Program. Tickets for Gourmet
Dinner II, "A Feast Fit for the King and I'' go on
sale for students only Monday, November 3.
Remaining tickets will be sold to the general public
after November 3. Ticket Office, MUB, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Obs~rve deadlines
on proper forms)

Come join the party!
~~

Concord Trailways will take you right to your
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you
return. No reservations are necessary.

rDurh~m to Logan
I · Leave · Arrive ·
Logan.
1· Durham
I 7:40 AM
9:30 AM

I

9:40 AM
111:40 AM

I .
I 1:40 PM

I

·I

3:40 PM
5:40 PM

L~9an tp, ~urham ,
,Le·ave. · · :
Arrive
I
· Lo$1an
. _Durham. " I

11:30 AM
1:30 PM

'a:15 AM
12:15 PM
2:00 PM

3:30 PM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM

4:00 PM
6: 15 PM
8:15 PM

10:30 AM I
2:30 PM
4:30 PM ·1

I

6:30 PM
8:30 PM
10:30 PM

I
I

I
I

~%wv
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Nov. 6 Thurs.
from 3-5 pm
at Smith Ball

TRAILWAYS

Free refreshments will be served
All welcome
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Violefit El Satvad9r film raises political:>:is'SUe:s ' -,
. By Thomas P. Maher
phere in El Salvador during the
El Salvador's turbulent po- election. One scene shows
litics scared the viewers of "In armed soldiers patrolling voters
the Name of Democracy" as racing to the polls in the streets
.much as a gory Halloween flick. of San Salvador. Meanwhile
excerpts of Ronald ·Reagan's
The small audience conversed
speeches are heard, "El Salvador
on the film ~nd the political
is planting the seed of dem0structures in El Salvador. The
cracy in Central America thanks ·
questions and discussions cento our efforts. El Salvador is a
tered mainly on who. runs El
working
democracy thanks to
Salvador, why the country is in
. such political dire straits, and . our r1ilitary aid and humanit· arian aid."
what role the U.S. plays in it.
The scene shifts to a village
"In the Name of Democracy"
outside of San Salvador where
chronicles the 1982 elections
wounded civilians are being
in El Salv.ador. This partirnlar
election convinced American attended. A w:oman with most
of her mouth shot off and a man
congressmen and women that
El Salvador was not a political half decayed and mutilated,
risk. Unfortunately, their image shocked the audience. The tape
of a "working democracy'.' shat- of Ronald Reagan continued to
. tered when news of death squads play "El Salvador is a working
and CIA plots circulated out of democracy."
When commenting on the
that country. The .m ilitary then
propped up a figurehead pres- film and U.S. involvement, the
ident by the name of Napoleon audience saw the problems
stemming from the military in
Duarte.
El
Salvador.
The film shows graphic vi"The average soldier is a
olence a'n d death, but also a·ttempt3 to uncover the atmos- peon," said Dave McDon9ugh,

Durham Bike

a UNH student. "He does what
his commanding officer tells
him to do. He is told if he
' doesn't, he will be tortured oi

868-5634

Wool Tights ,
Shoes and Cleats
H~lmets

FILM, page 11

Green Acres Stables, .Inc.
Dre\N Road, ·Dover, N ,H

.

Bicycle computers $39

Mon:gay-Fr:iday l2;.5

selves."
The military runs El Salvad-

Isn't it time you started on a new venture. Here at ~reen
Acres we're prepared to take you from beginner to
expert in the world of horses. We've got great-school
horses; or maybe you wish to bring your horse to our
incredible ·facilities including the largest indoor aren~ in
the ~rea. And we've got the trained staff to make -it
happen! Com~ ride, come train, come visit .with us. We'll
prove· our horse sense makes sense.

Bicycle Clothi.ng Sale
Giordana Jackets
(wool-nylon fro,nt)
Polypro Shirts
.L ycra Tights

killed. This is why the soldiers
are ·so violent. They're threatened and brainwashed into
killing, so' they can save them-

742-3377

S.a turday , 9 7.l 2.11oon

WELCOME .PARENTS!!
Come visit the University Bookstore and
receive a free P.l ant!
-OPEN SATURDAY 10:00 AM-5:00 PM
All textbooks discounted off list price
• GENERA.L READJNG 8001\.~ DISCOUNTED OFF
LIST PRICE
-NY .TIMES be's ts.ellers
-Extensive selection· of .ac;::ademic ref.erence books
-General interest books
,.
. -- ·-- ·. ·
-Extensive sel~ction ~f children's-books .
-Sale books starting at $1.0C'.>'
.

•UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE GIFT ITEMS
-Sweatshirts
-T-Shirts
-shorts
-Glassware
-Bumper stickers ,
-Car decals

•COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE DISCOUNTED OFF
UST PRICE
i

•COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL & OFFICE SUPPLIES
•<;IFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Hewitt Hall
862-2140

•SPECIAL ORDERS

M.onday. - Thursday
8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Friday
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM .
Saturday
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Extended hours during
the first two
weeks of classes_

The University of ·New Hampshire Bookstore

A Service of

Barnes&Noble

THEJ>Ji:W HAMIP.'$-f:llRE.FRHJA.,Y, OGTOJ3ER 311,.1.986 -=:· ·

~~~~I¥i~1lT(lJp With<PeDJ)le:ttl \l:isit:area'

,
over · 1~6,000 topics to ass- BytStephani~ Reed .
is t yoP,r rns.earch· effort?· ~ ;fhe . international cast bf up
For info., call toll- free, . . \X'.frh People will bring .their
sho,w, Beat of the Future, to the
1-800'~621- 57 4.-S (in. JlfI5o'v er High School Nov ;
inois call ,312-·922-0300). 14-~l6 at 8 p.m., ·Friday and
· ··uthorcs ' Re.search, Rm, 600-- N, Saq~wday, and a 3 p.m. matinee
'407 S. ~e~rbortl, Chicago, 11 60605 . on~~n;r~h Peop'le is a. grnup

------~----~~-~-~----~------ ·,
.... _
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Moms and dads
deserve the BEST.
Prices so great YOU rnip,ht
even foot the bill.
Parents WEEKEND HIGHLIGHTS ...

f
I
I
I
I
I
.I
I
I

• Dinner served until 9pm
• Saturday and Sunday Brunch 10 am- 2 pm

• Reservations are accepted

AT The Franklin Fitness Center
13 Jenkins Ct., Durham 868-6611

·membe.rs of the casr said, "It's on the street. She said; "It makes··
tnore personal than a th_e ater ·you appreciate who you are and
show that comes and ·dap, clap, where you're. from ."
· Grant said they visited a burn
clap they're gone."
· The cast will stay wi~h 120 center ,and she talked to a boy
host families within the com - who had 84 percent of his-body
munity. During the year each · burned and was so disfigured
cast member will stay with 80 · she could hardly took at him, ·
but he said that they helped his
to 90 different host families.
Anna-Karin Malms, a Swed- spirit·S, that they gave him hope.
of inen and women, ages 18 to
25 ; representing 20 foreign ish 20-year-old also with the She said she's met people. she'll
countries and 40 states in the advance team, said they partic- never forget . .
· US, whose purpose in coming ipate as much asthey_can in
Sohei ·Fukukawa,aJapanese
together to stage a musical show each community. They will have . 24-year -old, said he joined Up
is '"to encourage understanding a career day here in the area With People for the exchange
. amung people of all nations."
where each member of the cast of cukures. He said it's a chance
will go to work with a profes - to find out why things are the
Up With People is more than
sional in a field they are inter- way they are.
a -musical show. Denice Grant
Each cast member is with the
ested in. She said in. one city she
of Canada, a member of the
advance team that prepares the . spt;nt a day in a soup ~itchen group for one year, after that
and talked to a man who lived they return to their homes. They
community ,for the 135
pay a tuition of $6,600 for the
year that covers traveling ex~
penses for the year. Some of the
members also earn college credits for their involvement.
Grant said you'll never get .
another opportunity to meet so
many different people from
different backgrounds. She said
there's an Isradi on the cast
who's already been in a war,
someone she'd normally never
get a chance to meet. She said
it's meeting people like this that
broadens her mind which is
something she can take back to
the small town she lives in.
Interviews to join the cast are
held at the conclusion of the
final show in each city. They are conducted by the cast members.
Malm said this is good because

Richard Perron of Up With People. (Stu Evans photo)

PEOPLE, page 10
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In the MUB
~Open Mon-Sat
~11

·am - 5 pm

! t.ltl\1'~ lfll/(EliD

INC0-495 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
MW 3:10 - 5':00 PM
4 CREDITS

. Come Celebrate <fJ .
This weekend with us

Enter our Free Drawing
Stop By For Details
The Lowest Prices on Film in the
Area

The emphasis of this course is on using computer software to solve problems across
a variety of disciplines. It is NOT a course in computer programming. Among the
applications to be considered are word processing, spreadsheets, data base management,
graphics, statistics, simulations, accounting, communications, computer assisted
instruction, and computer assisted design. The course will make use of both large
and small computer systems. The impact of computers on society will also be examined.

There are. no prerequisites, and no prior experience with computers is assumed. Not
open to students w_ho have completed INC0-491 or ADMIN 526.
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Awareness Week satisfies
By Stephanie Scanlon

Express played and people
Students were remi,nded to dressed in costumes that were
"Drink with Intelligence" the half dressy and half sloppy.
week of Oct. 20-26, when the Non-alcoholic beverages were
UNH Drug Advisory tommit- served and admission was free.
tee sponsored the National "There was good student reCol1egiate Alcohol Awareness sponse," Holly Baker, also a
student member of the Drug
Week.
The UNH Drug Advisory Advisory Board, said.
As far as the Greek system
Board was set up by the Dean
of Student Affairs to inform is concerned, the Drug Advisory
students of the effects of drug Board set up a program to talk
and akohol abuse. Kathleen to the pledges in fraternities
Gildea-Dinzio is the head coor- and sororities. Baker leads the
dinator and health educator of discussions on alcohol related
the program run by a board of situations that affect the Greek
, system. It is important toedstudent and faculty members.
N ational"Collegi.ate Ak<?hol
. Awareness Week 1s a nat10nwide effort to inform college
students of the choices they have
to make concerning the use of
alcohol. "People who drink have ·
to make .their own decisions,"
Kelly Hennigan, a student
member of the Drug Advisory
Board, said, "We ,w ant to educate
these people, so they can make
responsible decisions."
The UNH Drug Advisory
Board, in conjunction with the
Commuter/Transfer Center and
the Public Safety Department,
set up several programs throughout the week. They were designed to educate students on
the dangers of alcohol consumption and to inform them about
safer alternatives.
Alternative beverage bars
were set up in academic buildings and dining halls. Students
were allowed to sample tasty
non-alcoholic drinks and
punches. Recipes were passed
out and stude'nts were encouraged to ask alcohol related
questions.
The Commuter/Transfer Center and the Public Safety Department passed out pamphlets
in the parking lots to commuters
and faculty members about
drink and driving. The pamphlets conveyed a simple m,essage: You pay if you drink and
drive. Drivers were also reminded that "choosing to drink
is their decision, but to drink
and drive, is endangering not
only ~,heir life, but others on the
road.
The Cofi\muter/Transfer Center also set up a destroyed c:ar
that had been mutilated in a
drunk driving accident. "It was .
put in front of the MUB so
students could see the repercussions of drunk driving," Hennigan said.
"It is our responsibility to
make sure information is put
out ,to commuters;" Maggie
Morrison, coordinator of the
Commuter/Transfer Center and
a member of the Drug Advisory /
Board, said, "Commuters are
in a high risk group, because
they are more likely to be
drinking and driving than oncam'pus students."
khalf-and-half party was also
sponsored Thursday, October
2'.? at the MUB Pub. Now Sound

RISIARCH PAPIRS
.

16,278 to choose from-all
subjects
Order catalog today with
Visa/MC or COD
· in Calif. (213) 477-8226

or rush $2.00 to:
Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Cu· st om research q Is o
available-all levels

--
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ucate its members on the
dangers of drinking, said Baker.
The Drug Advisory Board
thinks Akohol Awareness
Week was a success. "Every time
I walked by the car display, I saw
several students looking at it
and reading the posters," Hennigan said. "We also had a good
response at the alternative
beverage bar."
"Alcohol Awareness Week
is something needed," Baker
said. "There is a lot of support
from the students at these
programs. "

Letters to the editor should
be typed and signed, and
must include an address
and telephone number for
verification.
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB.

Sharp color reproduc·tions
available in:
•B1h. x 11, s% x 14•
•transparencies•
•enlargements and reductions•
•Quality

DURHAM COPY•speed
I
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Jenkins C9urt 868-7031 • Econom~
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--~------------------------McEACHERN----------------------(c?ntinued from page,3)
have to deal with nuclear power
in light of that accident."
McEachern also said that ·
there is no place in New Hampshire for nuclear waste and said
"plug~ing Seabrook in is immoral.
McEachern is not fazed by the
fact he trails Sununu in the polls.
A recent University of New
Hampshire poll had Sunuhu
leading McEachern 54 to 26
percent. The same poll showed
45 pe~nt opposed to Seabrook,
21 percent supporting its conclusion.
.l\lec McEachern, McEach-.

em's son and campaign worker,
said an expected fow turnout
will help McEachern.
"A small turnout definitely
favors him. A lot of Republicans
who normally vote in a_presidential election probably won't
go to the polls this time," said
McEachern, a 1985 UNH graduate.
Only 17 percent of the
5 54,042 eligible voters voted
in the primary Sept. 9. McEache rn received 19,496 votes to
Sununu's 44,663.
However, the 34,832 votes
for the Democratic gubernator-

ial candidates-all of who took
anti-Seabrook stands-plus the
13,244 Republican votes for
Roger L. Easton -(who lost to
Sununu) combined for 48,676
votes ; 4,013 more than the
44,663 Repu_blicans gave Sununu.
Another issue McEachern
plans- to act on is controlling
development.
He said he would make it
tougher to fill in wetlands and
give local planning boards the
"tools" necessary to make informed decisions .
Concerning state surplus,

rnrrently estimated near $21 ~e has not scheduled a stop in
million, McEachern said, "There Durham but is planning to
isn't a surplus until we meet the campaign in the Seacoast area
needs of a:ll the people, and that before election day.
A candlelight march for
includes financial aid for stuMcEachern is scheduled Mondents.:·
McEachern called Sununu a day, Nov. 3 from 5:30 p.m·. to
"cheerleader for -cutbacks in 7:30 p.m. at the Old South
financial aid" and said he would Meeting House, intersection of
routes 1 and 107, Seabrook, NH.
make more aid available.
"Student aid is the backbone _ McEachern won't know ul).til
to making education available Nov. 4 if his message has been
received but remains optimistic.
for everyone," he said.
"We deserve better governMcEachern, a 1963 graduate
of UNH, is trying to become the ment, and I'll see that it's done,"
first UNH ·alumnus elected he said.
governor-of New Hampshi_re.

.
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(continued from page 8)
as a cast member you know w\1at · \ maturity.
Up With People will perform
in Macy's Thanksgiving Parade
P~ .op le and you can ask yourself,
"Would I like to travel with this and they have performed in
person?" She said, "Up With several Superbowl half-time
People has a reputation of being shows. In the winter the cast
like a big happy family but tha~ appearing in Dover will leave
isn't always true. There are for Europe to perform.
The Dover performance is
personality conflicts when you
work so closely with other sponsored by Lacy's Lines and
Lyrics, AM 75 WHEB, and State
.
people;"
Out of 12,000 people inter- of the Art Production. This is
viewed, 500 are accepted for the the last chance to see the Beat
five different casts that travel of the Future show which_brings
together. Grant said when they the message that young people
interview they aren't looking are the beat of the future.
for talent. Cast members are Tickets are $7 in advance at
trained in Tuscon, Arizona be- Lacy's Lines and Lyrics and $8
fore going on the road. They are at the door.
looking for enthusiasm and

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE needs

:l takes to travel with Up With

•Arts 8t Features Editor
•Managing Editor·
•Editorial Ass't
•Photo Editor
•News Brief Editor
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6-midnight

· Pouse~te -Dart Ra11d
SAT. NOV. 1, 1986 9:00
In the MUBPUB
TtCk'.fTS ON SAL£
AT TH£ HlJg
. Tf CKET OFFfCf ANT>
All TfCKfTRON lOCATtONS
$~-$4
Nc~-s~-$6
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o~an poli~i~s. ~he c~ndid.at~
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· ident, but in terms of political

po::v~~~~eisw~~e:nd~;J~~~-te used

to conv'ihce Reagan and America that the military was not

rulinginElS~lvador,"saidJohn

.Wise, the organizer and curator
of the film. "The result was
hundreds of thousands of dollars
in aid and funds to Duarte and
indirectly the milita·ry. Eventually, ,this eased the pressure
in Congress. With an election
and a president it was a democracy. More money was sent in
military aid."
The movie showed and supported most of these opinions.
The military death squads and
the ignorance of the political
leaders reinforced the notion
that "all was not what it seemed
in El Salvador.'' It showed how
the Ainerican government is
being taken for an expensive
and costly ride.
The two final scenes of the
movie showed a ~ounded rebel
woman explaining how .she has
not lost any spirit and how she
will not give up until the war
is over. A US military advisor
explains how he teaches the
army to get information from
wounded prisoners that "will·
help us win this 'war'."
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.. Henry Smith has takeri adear, .p_Ositive
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the issues that tnOS t concer"n ' h is Seacoast constituents.
H· lS
· (_),ppone~t.
·
?
L00 k a.t·. th
·- -d· :.
. e feCOf
Henry Smith Henry's Qpponent
1) Stop Seabrook
2) Mana~e growth •

Loca1 control of East-West
Highway
4) Supported by N.H. teachers,
5) Disclosure of income by
public officials
6) l)ebate the issues publicly

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES -

NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
·NO·

3)

We NeedA Senator Who Will Take A Stand
Let's elect a Senator
who will stapd up for our district,
who
will I.
.
.
.
.
.
represent.Q.1!!. interests. We need a dynamic, powerful voice in Concord.I
I

HENRY SMITH FOR STATE SENATOR
'Take charge of your future!'
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Editorial
McEachern·for governor
· The 1986 New Hampshire gubernatorial
race offers the easiest choice in years. After
looking at the record of incumbent John
Sununu and challenger Paul McEachern)s
plans for the state, the choice is clear.
McEachern is unmistakably the best can.
didate for governor.
Gov. 'Sununu has taken much of the credit
for the state's current budget surplus, up
from a $40 million defecit when he entered
office. In fact, he has had little to do with
this turnaround. New England as a whole
has prospered in the last few years, not
just New Hampshire. Much of the success
of the state's economy can be attributed
to a strong Massachusetts economy . .·
Sununu has also done pitifully little to
stem the growth of the state, despite his
repeated promise to "Keep New Hampshire
as it is." Studies have showri that New
Hampshire has the fastest growing population east of the Mississippi, a population
that could increase as much as 5 5 percent
in the next 25 years. Sununu done nothing
to stop plans to run the Ea~t-West _highway

through Great Bay, one of ti1e most beautiful
sights in the state. He has given in to
·
"condomania."
But perhaps the mo~t obvious reason
John Sunum,i should not he re-elected is his
stubborn support of the Seabrook Nuclear
Power plant. The majority of the citizens
of New Hampshire have voiced their ·
opposition to the plant, but Sununu remains
intent on seeing Seabrook operational.
Many problems have surfaced since
construction began on the facility, and now
we are beginning to see the potential effect
·.
it will have on the state.
The plant constitutes a safety hazard.
No one to date has been able to convince
New Hampshire residents that Chernobyl
could not happen in their state. Waste from
the plant will have to be stared in New
Hampshire. This is particularly ironic given
the fact that New Hampshire residents
fought long and hard to defeat a proposal
for a nuclear waste dump site in their state.
\ Seabrook will also hurt the economy. If

upcoming Gourmet Dinner, "A
Feast Fit for The King and I," as
it was for the most recent dinner,
"A Cruise on the Fiesta" will be
To the Editor:
as follows: the class will reserve
About three weeks ago, a dev - To the Editor:
This letter i-s an effort to clear 75 tickets for Friday night and 50
astating earthquake struck El Salup some mispereeptions that have tickets for Saturday night expressly
vador, killing hundreds of people,
arisen regarding_the sale of tickets for students. Previously anyone,
displacing scores of others, badly
to the hotel administration pro- including students, were able to
damaging hospitals, schools, and
gram's Gourmet Dinner series. I purchase tickets at the MUB ticket
homes. In this extremely poor, warwill first take a moment to famil- off ice. Tickets not purchased by ·
torn nation, the earthquake only
brought more havoc upon an al - iarize readers with my subject. students will be offered to the public
Twice each semester the Advanced and people on the mailing list. We
ready beleaguered people.
Food and Beverage Management do so because students have not had
The UNH Committee on Central
class presents a gourmet style
tickets reserved for them. Failure
America has established a relief
dinner which seats approximately
to sell out a dinner presents a
fund to buy desperately needed food,
250 people on each of two consec- serious problem to a management
blankets, and medical supplies for
the victims of .this earthquake. The · utive nights. Each dinner has a staff which plans to serve 500
central theme to which the menu
people from the outset and has
money we raise will be s1ent to the
and decorations are tailored. Recent
developed its purchasing budget
Red Cross who will in turn purchase
dinners include "A Cruise on the
accordingly.
these necessities. We are asking
Fiesta" which featured Latin AmerTickets for Gourmet Dinner II,
all students, faculty, and UNH
ican and Mexican fare, and "An , "A Feast Fit for The King and I,"
employees concerned with the
Evening with Murder Ala-Carte"
will be on sale to students on
plight of Salvadoran earthquake
in which guests participated in the
Monday, November 3rd. Tickets
victims for donations, whatever
solving of a murder mystery staged
unsold to students will be offered
people can give to help us help El
by a New York City theater gtroup.
as described. The dinner will be
Salvador.
The marketing strategy used to
presented in the Granite State
Anyone wishing to contribute
offer tickets has been questioned
Room of the MUB on Friday,
to this relief fund can do so at our
by the University community. It . November 21 and Saturday Noinformation table in the MUB,
is my goal to clarify the present
vember 22, 1986.
beside the Granite State Room, or
situation so that those interested
Ken Armstrong
stop by anytime at the Progressive
in attending future dinners may be
Marketing Manager
Student Network Office, room 145
properly informed.
MUB. In addition, we will take
The hotel administration Off ice
dona ti )OS at our Tuesday night
maintains a mailing list consisting
meeting in Hamihon Smith, and
of friends of UNH and people who
at the Annesty International meethave attended past dinners and
ing, also on Tuesday evening in
requested to be added to the list.
Hamilton Smith, and at the AlexLetters of invitation are mailed to
ander Cockburn lecture on Thursday
To the Editor:
hotel administratin alumni an'd to
in the Granite State Room, in the
In regard to Sonia. Schmitt's
people on the mailing list. lnterMUB.
Forum article, "South Africa,"
card
reply
a
complete
parties
ted
t:s
We will be ·sending our first
(October 14th), I would like to
;· '·d return it to the ticket office in
donation to El Salvador, via the Red
enlighten her on her misconcep standard
a
been
has
This
MUB.
the
· Cross, on Friday, November 7.
tions.
practice for some ti'me. However,
We're counting on the community's
The first attempted point is
the
over
arisen
has
controversy
El
of
people
support to help the
r.otally irrelevant. Comparing past
·
people
those
tq
tickets
of
availability
Salvador. Our government's bombs,
actions of our government to South
tanks, rifles and other forms of on the mailing list, particularly
present system of legalized
Africa's
students. It is frustrating, and
"assistance" 'to El Salvador will not
racism or Apartheid, is ridiculous.
rightfully so, to those people who
help earthquake victims (much less
It should be obvious that those who
wait for tickets to go on sal~ only
anyone else) as effectively as we
call for the abolition of Apartheid
been
have
tickets
all
that
find
to
all can.
are not ·the same people who
consumed by people on the mailing
Jim O'Loughlin
decided the fate of blacks in the US
list. Therefore, the policy for the
UNH Comm. on Central Amer.

El Salvador

Gour111et

Foru111

Seabrook goes on line, residents can expect
to see their electric rates triple in the coming
years. PSNH has gone $4.5 billion into the
hole for the plant, which will be useless
in only 30 years.
Paul McEachern has pledged to stop
Seabrook. This is what the people want,
and McEachern promises to deliver if
elected. McEachern will not back down on
the issue of growth and development. The
current headlong run into the arms of outof-state developers will be halted. McEach~rn has said he will make it tougher to fill
1~ the wetalnds. He l?as also promised to
give local planning boar,ds the "tools"
_necessary to make informed decisions.
McEachern, a graduate of UNH, has also
addressed the issue of the budget surplus.
"There isn't a surplus until we meet the
needs of all the people, and that includes
financial aid for students."
All citizens of New Hampshire, including
students of the University, .would do well
to vote for Paul McEachern on Nov. 4.

many years ago. The point of the
anti-Apartheid movement is not
to make comparisons between
government actions, but to strive
for an end to racism.
Ms . Schmitt then points out,
"Sanctions are insulting, humiliating and inflaming.'' I wonder if she
has yet been informed that it is
Desmond Tut~, Nelson Mandelah
and the black majority in South
Africa who have repeated desperate
pleas for sanctions be·cause they
know it is the only hope for freedom
from Apartheid.
Those who agree with her outrageous remark could only be the
inhumane supporters of Apartheid
and racists here in the US, recog- .
nizable by the dollar signs in their
eyes. They concern themselves with
the money gained from South
~frican investme_nts and import~·

could be denied because of
sanctions. It seems to me that our
relationship with this discriminatory government is highly monetary. It should not be a gcivernment.
"We consider it a friend."
It is unfort u ~ate that Ms .
Schmitt 's concerns are not of the
basic human rights denied of the
native black majority, but of the
friendship we may so sorrowfully
lose as an unimportaat effect of
sanctions.
Arny Sabaka
People for a Free South Africa
we
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Universit Forum
An election
meditation
By Jeff Semprebon
Having trouble deciding who to vote
for?
Well, yeah . I know that my vote
counts, and I want to be sure to make
the right decision.
It's not that hard, you just have to
focus on the issues.
The issues?
Well, issue really. There's only one
important issue in this election: Seabrook.
That sounds complex.
Yes, it is, but all you have to know
"- is that Seabrook Nuclear Plant is bad.
It's going to spread radioactive contamination throughout the land, killing
everyone and destroying the e.n viron ment. It's also going to raise all of our
electric bills.
1
How can we pay the electric bills if
we are all dead?
You can't. Th.at just goes to show
how infeasible and poorly thought out
nuclear power is.
Now how does all this help me decide
who to vote for?
Well, Sununu supports nuclear power, so that makes him bad.
Okay.
And McEachern opposes nuclear
power, so he ...
So he's good!
That's right.
So I should vote for McEachern?
See, votiflg isn't all that difficult . _
Well, isn't there more? Aren't there
other things to consider?
No. Look, don't ask questions, just
do as you' re told.

Growing Up
Last Tuesday's New Hampshire
knocked me for a loop. It reported that
Vice President of Academic Affairs '
Richard Hersh declared that once
" ...individuals graduated from college
they could be considered adults." Now
hold on just a minute there; Richard!
It's bad enough that I'll have to go
through the transition to adulthood
four times. But a fifth time?!? Be real.
Adulthood #1: Roughly six or seven
years ago. When I was but a wee preteenager, I went through that joyous·
and exciting time called puberty. I grew
about a foot upward and a few inches
in diameter . My voice went from
Michael Jackson to a sort of Bruce
Springsteen/ Robin Williams combination . I'll spare you the rest of the
details. However, I was left with the
ability to reproduce another little Phil
or Phyllis B_roder. Scary, eh? According
to my Zoology 412 notes, I became a
sexually mature adult.
Adulthood #2: A year or so after # 1
came #2, aiso known as by bar mitzvah.
Un this testive occasion l stood up rn
front of the large crowd, read a page
or two in Hebrew, then had punch and
cookies while I opened gifts . I scored

some checks, a couple of saving bonds,
and a nice calculator which I lost within
a year. I made enough from my bai,:
mitzvah to open my first bank account.
Religiously and financially, I was an
adult.

t'My voice went from .

MichaelJackson to a sort
of Bruce Springsteen/Robin Williams
combination. "

Adulthood #3: This was a_biggie. On
July 23, 1986 I awoke an eighteen-yearold. T~ _ kick off my birthday, I biked
.!:!P to_ city hall and registered to vote.
Then I continued onto the post office,
V.:h~re 1 surrendered my rights as a tree
cmzen of the United States during

News Quiz
1. Large par~s of Africa are being
threatened by:
A. A drought even worse than the
one two years ago.
B. Falling revenues because of the
cut in oil production.
·
C. Swarms of grasshoppers and
locusts.
2. The EPA said as many as 12 percent
of the nation's homes may contain
unhealthy levels of a radioactive gas.
What is the gas?

3. First Lady Nancy Reagan's personal
Jeff Semprebon is a senior majoring in
physics.

By Phil Broder

maid was charged with:
A. Stealing Mrs. Reagan's clothes.
B. Possessi6n of cocaine.
C. Smuggling arms.

4. Yesterday, this state declared that
it was facing an AIDS problem:
A. Maryland.
B. Utah.
C. California.

5. Dale Evans and Roy Rogers, who
hit the campaign trail for their old
friend Ronald Reagan in 1.980, have
saddled up again, this time for:'
A. George Bush.
B. Jack Kemp.
C. Pat Robertson.
6. More anti-government rioting ~nd
Soviet invasions occurred in:
A. Northern freland.
B. Afghanistan
C. Zimbabwe.

times of war. Yes, I registered for the
draft. I ask you, Mr. ·Hersh, if signing
up to die for my country doesn't make
me an adult, what does? In the eyes
of the law, I am an adult.
Adulthood #4: This is the one Mr.
Hersh mentioned. Somehow I fail to
see how a piece of paper clutched in
my sweaty hand at commencement cermonies will make me an adult. Maybe
I'm too much of a child to see your line
of thought.
,
Adulthood #5 : In late July of 1990,
I'll legally be able to walk into a bar
and order a double Tequila Fannybanger, or whatever else I want. As
an added bonus, I'll be able to do this
in all fifty states. Wow. Finally complete, total, uninhibited adulthood. I
assure you, there will!be much rejoicing.
Lighten up, Richard. Everyone ke<;ps
a piece .of their childhood with them.
Some of us just display it more than
others. Look around more often. You'd
see that most of the immature children
of UNH are doing pretty well.
Phil Broder is a columnist for The New
Hampfhire.

By Sonia Schmitt'
7. Soldiers from this country are to get
80,000 new bicycles to replace the
ancient models in use today:
A Holland.
B. Switzerland.
C. Norway.

Answers
g .L

g ·9
)

-~

g ·:v
)

-~

uopB1{ ·z:
) ·1
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Well, it's sa·fe to say that Summer is now over. And as it ends so does
the big car stereo selling season. As a result, our car stereo prices
are falling faster than the leaves. So if you'd like to get guaranteed

KENWOOD

ADS

1205 five-inch round
two-way speakers .... ;................. pr. $57
1670 6112-inch round threeway speakers ...............................pr. $64
KGC-4030 7-band graphic equalizer
with 15 w/ch power amp ............ $119
KRC-434 "theft-proof" cassette
receiver w /Dolby NR, digital tuning,
10 w/ch power amp. Slides
out of dash when not in use ....... $.319

300i flush mount high performance
two-way speakers ...................pr. $119
. PS-5 high-performance 30 w/ch
power amp ........................................ $139 .
320i two~way speakers with
"component" tweeters that can be
mounted at ear-level ..............pr. $339
PQ-10 high-performance multichannel power amp. 4-channel, 30
w/ch <?r 2-channel, 80 w/ch ..... $369

KRC-636 "theft-proof" cassette
receiver with Dolby B&C and ANRC "NR, digital tuning, auto-reverse,
station-seek .......................................$379
KRC-838 cassette receiver. Similar
to KRC-636 but with built-in 16watt-per-channel amp ................... $459
System: KRC-2000 cass~tte receiver
with digital push-button tuning, ANRC
noise reduction, clock; Boston
Acoustics 704 4-inch dualcone speakers ............ .Installed $199
System: KRC-2001 digital cassette
receiver with 15-watts per channel;
697"! 6x9-inch twoway speakers ........... ~.. .Installed $349 ·

MAXELL CASSETI"ES

J-

UDXL-11 C90 high performance
·

~

- cassette tapes.
Buy 9 - get one free!

$19.99

..

CARVER

BOSTON ACOUSTICS~
C700 two-way flush-mount speakers
with 51/4·inch woofers and high·
performance tweeters. .
A "best-buy".............................pr. $139
C797 high-quality 6x9-inch three-way speakers ................pr. $149
C751 two-way car speakers with ·
51/4-inch woofers and separate
"omnimount" tweeters (can be
mounted at ear level) ............pr. $169

IF YOU BUY YOUR SYSTEM FROM, AND
HAVE IT INSTALLED BY TWEETER,.WE
DOUBLE THE LENGTH OF ORIGINAL .
MANUFACNRERS' WARRANTIES.

car Amplifier 120w/ch
m~gnetic field power amp ........... $159
TX-9 cassette-tuner with Dolby B&C
NR, state~of-the-art FM tuner, 15
FM pre-sets with "auto-stationloading'' system ........ :....................... $579

YAMAHA.
YCS-460 4x6-inch waterproof
two-way spe~kers ......................pr. $69
YCS-600 61/2-inch round weatherproof two-way speakers with
angled tweeters..........................pr. $79
. YPA.:200 20 w/ch power amp ...... $89
2
.
,,
·
'VCS-690 (?x9-inch weatherproof
angled
t>No-way speakers with
tweeters .........:...........................pr. $109
Ncr.SJ!t:\ >.;->, ,
/

3505 18-watt-per-channel
power amp .......................................... $75
3210 7-band graphic equalizer
w/built-in 18 w/ch power arr.p ... $119

,

........
.....

Combination: Buy the 7267 autoreverse cassette receiver with digital
tuning, Dolby NR, built-in 4-channel
amplifier.............................................. $480
AND RECEIVE THE 8007 car
stereo theft alarm with siren,
(a $70 value) .................................... FREE!
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TD-400_digital cassette receiver with
high-performance "Crystalloy" head,
.
advanced transport, clock,
Dolby B&C NR .................................... $459
TD-500 professional grade AM/FM
-tuner/cassette player with advanced
transport, azimuth control,
Dolby B&C NR. Super! ......................$599
Super System: TD-700 cassette
receiver with dual-capstan transport,
azimuth adjustment, Dolby B&C;
PA-30011 70 w/ch amp; PA-350 4channel amp with 35 w/ch; Four
SP-200 high-performance two-way
speakers; SP-80 subwoofer system
with electronic
crossover .................... .lnstalled $2495

,:.;.
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,
u

,

,.,,.,.,.

PA-150 4-channel power amp, 14
w/ch, 0.05% distortion .................. $179

•:>': ~ ,,

,,,

NAKAMICHI ·

o.w-.

7900 AM/FM tuner-compact disc
player. Super-fidelity digital
audio for your car!. ......................... $749
System 7164 cassette receiver with
auto-reverse, Dolby NR, station seek,
clock; Boston Acoustics 705 5-inch
dual-cone speakers.......lnstalled $419

',

/'-,

ALPINE .

ALPINE ALARMS
8101 computerized car ala,rm system
with programmable entry code,
entry/exit delay
times ...............................Installed $389
8121 computerized car alarm
system with remote control
arm/disarm (can optionally
control car locks)...... .Installed $479
8122 the ultimate car alarm!
Computer prevents false alarms
from hills. Remote controls operate
alarm and (optionally) lights, locks.
1O programmable functions,
113 db siren .................Installed $619

lowest prices on superior quality brangs like ADS, Alpine, Bo9ton
Acoustics, Kenwood, Nakan:iichi, and Yamaha - come to Tweeter.
Before our End-of-the-Season Car Stereo Sale ....ends.

-~,

'/.A/

'

YCR-150 auto-reverse cassette
receiver With Dolby NR, station seek,
digital tuning ..................................... $119
YCR-350 cassette receiver with
auto-reverse, Dolby NR, music
search,~18 watts per channel... ... $169
YCD-t~O compact disc player with
3-beam laser system, music
scan, music search ............... ;.......... $399

MISCELLANEOUS . ;
lntraclean complete cassette
cleaning system ........................... $14. 95
Hirschman Antennae -

...............10% Off When Installed
All Dash Kits ...............10% Off When Installed
Monster Cable 2+2 -

............... 10% Off When Installed

•it )QU find the same car stereo product for less
at a local, authorized dealer within 30 days of
purchase, prove it and we'll refund the difference.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

WHISnER

RADAR DETECTOR
Spectrum 2 state-of-the-art
ultra-compact radar d.e tector.
Sensitive to all forms of radar,
filter system eliminates most
false alarms.

NDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH!
SALE ENDS SU_
NASHUA
520 Amherst St.
880-7300

-$299

Another

sign-~f the -decaying

· ~t;li?J::!i{:.:~:1:7h~i~~

with her family last winter. The
bridge; supported by three
ancient-looking steef girders
shook visibly as station wagons and cattle-traile'rs ratled overhead. Wall notices things like
this. These are the sort of
growth-related problems that
are cropping up statewide.
Wall's door-to-door campaigning at 10 a.m on a Tuesday
morning did not yield many
serious sup-p otters; people
seemed to be asleep or perhaps
hiding behind the curtains during election week.
Having spent all of her life
in this area, Wall knows a lot
of the faces behind the names
on her voter registration lists.
But not as many as she once
knew. The area has grown. "A
few· years ago it was easy to
know people," she said.
One older Durham resident
answered on the third knock,
wiping his hands on faded work
pants and squinting at Wall in
the bright sunlight. He had been
defrosting his refigerator, and
the only issue pressing on his
mind .<lt the moment was finding
a housekeeper so he would never
have to do it again. Wall suggested he call the University and
find a student to help him out.
He tapped is head thoughtfully,
and thanked her for the advice.
· Another woman, with a small
boy clutching her leg, barely
glanced at Wall's impressive list
of community activities and
other qualifications.'' "You're
a woman," she said decisively,
"I'll vote for you."
Returning to the car, Wall .
sighed. She said she hadn't
wanted to have her feminity be
a~ issue in the campaign, but
for some voters it seefl)ed to be
· the-only issue. "As long as they
vote," she said.
Wall said this morning was
not really representative of the
reactions she had been getting
from voters. Most were more .
willing to dis,cuss issues, and
express concerns. "This is the
tedious part of the campaign,"
Wall said.
She wasn't about to give up.
A few more doors, a few more
pamphlets, then an hour break
and Wall would be behind the
wheel again, covering more
territory. For now the campaign
is Wall's full-time job. If she
isn't elected there is a law school
acceptance waiting on her desk
at home.
"I hope I win. I sound idealistic but I really beleive they
need me up there," Wall said.
"I think I could do a good job."
On Nov. 4, Wall will find out
how many others agree with
her, and perhaps finally be able
to work on some ot the concerns
she has for District #4.

NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall
431-9700,

MANCHESTER WE. AT MACAO ASK:
MaUofNH
Pheasant Lane Mall
SOUTH NASHUA
888-7900

627-4600

·WHO'S AEADY FOR
ANOTHER FUTON?
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Arts & Features
Theater Department Attempt's ·FollieJ
By Jim Carroll
The UNH theater department, in conjunction with Dover's Garrison players, wiJJ present the rarely-attempted
Stephen Sondheim and James
Goldman musical Follies. The
musical will run from Saturday,
Nov. 15 to Saturday Nov. 22 at
the Johnson Theater of Paul
Creative Arts. It will be the
theater department's second
production this year.
The musical, directed by the
theater department's Carol
Lucha-Burns, is the story of a
reunion of former Follies
dancers in a theater that is
scheduled for demolition. The
women reminisce about past
productions and are confronted
by their younger selves; dreamlike sequences that drift on and
off the stage as the women
remember the past. What is
created is a musical with an
extremely diversified musical
score.
"The play covers theatrical
activity from 1918. through the

1940's," says Lucha-Burns.
"That's quite a stretch for our
students."
Lucha-Burns said she feels the
play may be difficult for students
and for performers to understand for several reasons. The
play has what she calls a "cinematic style," using flashbacks
to past productions, which
demands that the casting be very
exact. The trick is to find two
people with similar face and
body structures, one to play the
older person and one to play the
younger.
She also claims it may be
difficult for a generation raised
on Rock and Roll to understand
and appreciate the music. The
music, all written by Sondheim,
is a perfect imitation of older
styles of music. He covers styles
ranging from jazz and ragtime
to blues and flapper music.
"Sondheim is at his best
musically when he can capture
the essence and recreate a piece
in a musical style of a period,"
says Lucha-Burns. She also

UNH students Karen Abrami and Scott Stringham will perform in the UNH/Garrison
Players production of Follies. (theater department p~oto)
claims Sondheim is probably the
best lyricist on Broadway.
Unique to this production is
the collaboration between the
theater department and the
Garrison players. Many of the
Garrison players are alumni of
the UNH theater department,
some former students of faculty
members participating in the
production.
"The Garrison players have
a distinct level of maturity in
· the,ir performance style, and it
is their involvement that gives
the production the balance that
it needs," says Lucha-Burns.
·"The statements Follies makes
about looking ahead and looking
back on life are now more viable
for_~oth ~~r performers and our

audience."
Working with the Garrison
players has also reinforced the
idea that acting can be a lifelong activity.
·
·
"Acting is not like a team
sport that is played through
college and then dropped," says
Lucha-Burns. "Actors don't have
to become armchair spectators
when they finish with school."
Lucha-Burns also considers
this "the kind of musical that
makes an impression." It is the
kind of production that makes
for some good conversation on
the way home. It should_be
inre·resting to see how the
theater department handles a
musical most directors avoid.

Dyvayne Wrightsman and Rayne! Shepard of the Garrison Players will also appear in Follies.
( theat~r department photo)

.Jones and Strummer Again
of a distant cousin of "Combat
Big Audio Dynamite
Rock."
Np. 10, Upping St.
The. production, which is
Cofumbia Records
nothing short of superb, was
By Arthur Lizie
handled by the dynamic duo,
The second Big Audio Dy- Strummer and Jories. The .tape
namite album should have been edits are expertly mixed into
the one that totally divorced the sparking stream of sound.
M ick Jones from the lifeless It is quite interesting to pick
albatross once known as The out the different bursts of sound
Clash . Instead, on "No. 10, throughout the disc.
_
Upping St.," Jones has once
The band has not issued any
again teamed up with rock's . new membership cards with col ea ding. meat head, Joe leader Jones still cirry.ing lead
Strummer (apoligies to Johnny guitar and vocal duties while
Lydon). Fortunately for B.A.D. sidekick Don Letts splices F.X.
fans the world over, this reunion and chimes in on vocals. Leo "Ehas not bogged down the crea- Z Kill" Williams pounds out
tivity or spontaneity of the band, the bass lines, Greg Robert
but rather, it may have helped. performs likewise on the drums,
The songs are more distinct and band photograp.her Dan
here though, as on the debut Donovan, who's striking pho"This is B.A.D.," they are heavy tograph graces the cover, plays
on dance rhythms, booming bass the keys. Flea, probably . not of
licks, guitar flourishes, and 'fhe Red Hot Chili Peppers, illwhiney voca1s. The tape looping credited with dynamite and
and white noise has been toned -"Sipho Josanna is the Human
down somewhat and the music B .e a t box ' ' s me 11 s of Joe
is further to the front of the mix. _,,,Suummer. . .·. .
. . The album's over all feel is that
These members blend to

expulsive .delight on the first
single "C'mon Every Beatbox,"
which opens the first side. The
beat is dangerously contagious
and the call and response more
than closely resembles Eddie
Cochran's "Summertime Blues."
This is a classic before its time.
"Beyond The Pale" echoes the
western track of the first album
while "Limbo The Law" has
Strummer-Jones written all ov~r
its irresistible face.
·
"Sainbadrome" is similar in
sound to "B.A.D.'.' and is highlighted by a voice over of a
unique Brazilian soccer announcer describing a goal. .
The. flip side opens wi.t h "V.
Fifteen," a Strummer-Jones
original which somewhat recalls
"Lover's Rick." "Ticket" is easily
the most fun song on the album.
This sing songy tale of bad stuff
docks in as the band's shortest
song. Letts delivers the lead
vocakas well as an enticing, if
incomprehensible, rap·.
The b.inky, dow-n beat ·~Hal--,
lywood Boulevard" is followed

by "Dial A Hitman," a western
harmonka tale which features
an imaginative and funny phone
call from a movie.
'Tm your guide for the ride,"
declares Jones on the album's
last song "Sightsee M.C.f' Here
th~ band strut~ their stuff, tail
feathers on display, a.nd raps as hard as the best of them with .

this driving statement.
"No. 10, Upping St." is a great
album in spite of and (hate to
admit it), because of Strummer's
presence. His presence seems
to have diversified the songs
and added new life to the band.
This is a· must for any fan of
inte-lligent dance music.
·
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Banks Bums Out a Genesis Fan
SOUNDTRACKS · TONYBANKS

Tony Banks
Soundtracks
Atlantic Records
By Arthur Lizie
Is Genesis so popular that an
album· can be fabricated by
compiling tracks from two
mediocre albums by their faceless keyboard player? Yes, and
Tony Banks' Soundtracks proves
it. Soundtracks is a useles~
collection (greatest hits?-) of six
songs from the films Quicksilver, which was about bicycles,
and Lorca and The Outlaws,
which was so popular that it was
never released in the United
States. If Mike and The Mechanics made afew bucks, why can't
·
Tony Banks?
Tony Banks won't make a wad
as a solo artist because he is dull.
The s~btle tension within a band
like Genesis brings out Banks'
better points, but on his own
he plods along an endJessly dull

line. This pattern has been
repeated four times; his first
solo album The Fugitive Lady
soundtrack, the Quicksilver
soundtrack, and now this slab
o' dull vinyl. He would be better
off throwing it all away and
never allowing another solo
project co see the light of day. .
Soundtracks is a good excuse
for forty minutes of healthy
sleep. Although it is at times
interesting to discover the input
Banks has in writing Genesis
runes, it is also ultimately boring
and futile.
The first side opens with the
only interesting track. On
"Shore Cut To Somewhere,"
Banks teams up with Marilion
lead man Fish. Fi~h's vocals
yearn to be Phil Collins' or Peter
Gabriel's vocals more than Paul
Weller once yearned to pe Pete
Townsend (or David Watts for
that matter). Stimulates interest
for a few listens, but ·not too

many.
Toyah Wilcox, K-Marc's
.!;>rand of Siouxsie Sioux, is kind
enough to do vocals on "Lion
of Symmetry.''. This track has
all the power of·a declawed cat,
but true to its name, it is
symmetrical, boring at both the
beginning and the end.
The remainder of the album
is littered with scraps of music
found on Genesis' studio floor
and unincidehtal film music. It's
all ri.ghc to listen to chis stuff
while you're in a movie theater
watching a movie about kids
doing bike stunts, but you must
have something better to do
with your ears while you're at
home.
Listen to No Jacket Required
again or get really inventive and listen to early Genesis such as
Trespassand Selling England
by The Pound, but do not, upon
pain of boredom listen to Tony
Bank's Soundtracks.

...

R.EM.
(clockwise) Mike Mills and
Michael Stipe harmonize,
Mike Mills steps into the
light, The Feelies warm up
the crowd, and Michael Stipe
finds his way to the mike.
Look for Ric Dube' s review of
the sho;, in next' Tuesday's issue.
(Mark DesRochers' photos)

SEARLE
(continued from page 1)
- 'i[~i
ioral and Brain Sciences.
normal events that' would
Little is known about the happen in relation to specific
exact neurological functions that stories. frs inventors, according
corrnlate witH specific types of to Searle, hold ~ t hat it under stands the questions asked in
behavior.
According to Searle phflo - the same way humans do.
sophers use ::"grnnamother psyTo make his claim against
chology;" wh.ieh explains be - this, Searle drew a parallel
havior by relati.n g ~he events between the compu_ter and a
that lead to it, tqgether.~ There person in a room sorting
is a catch when hlsi.tig these two through random symbols. He_
- ideas. Sear l.re~ maintains that used himself, and Chinese char~
intentionality is not scientific acters as examples. His reasonenough to use as a hypothesis ing was that if he had a rule book
for behavior causation; Xnowl- · that told him which characters
edge of neurophysiology is still to produce whe-n he was given
in its early stages, so there is other characters, he could pro. a gap between the two.
duce answers that would make
"There have 1been a large itseemasifheknewtheChinese
number of dead theories de - language perfectly. Searle calls
Progress in progress. Raking leaves just isn't what it used to he. (Mar:k DesRochers photo)
signed to frli' this gap," said this his "Chinese Room TheSearle. One theory is behavior- ory."
.
ism, which states that ·only the
Searle maintained that just
actions of things should be as he can't understand Chinese
' ------------~:~-:~-~=--~~;~~~~;~~i
psychologically studied. This solely on the basis of a rule book, -----------;
was "the most spectacularly a computer can't understand
••• •••••• ••••• ••• ••• -••••• I
unsuccessful," he said.
·
English solely on the basis of
•••• • • • ••••••••• •••
I
Another proposed gap filler a script in its data base: Simply,
••• ••• •••• •• •••• •••••••• I
is cognitive science, which takes it's just spitting symbols out that
·•
.the digital computer as the just 'so happen, in this program,
I
correct model for the human to be words, said·Searles.
• •• 1
brain . This is the leader of
. Searle' s objectors maintain
I.
theories of its kind because it that the complete model of the
••• I
. I
is the best funded, according to brain is "the only straw afloat,"
••
! ••
leading to t,otal understanding
Searle.
Computers as. models of the of the brains' functions, he said.
• •• •
brain are the basic idea of . In addressing this Searle pres • ••
Artificial Intelligence (AI). The ented the "mind/ body" conflict.
•
purpose of Searles lecture was He questioned why the workto refute the "strong AI" view ings of the br'a in couldn't be •• ••
that all there is to having a mind attributed to biological functions
is having the right computer alone.
••
• •
parts and programs.
'The lesson in general," said
"The great virtue of the Searle, "is that all mental funccomputer is that it is a useful tions are entirely caused by what
•
tool for studying the mind. But is going on chemically inside
the common problem is that the brain." ·
some think it can create the
Searle expanded his neuro ~
'I
mind," Searle said.
physiological view to encompass 1
I
As an example of the "strong a new problem . "Brains cause
I
AI" view, Searle used the ex - · minds," he said. "So minds are
I
ample of philosoph~er John just highe.r level elements of :
.1
McCarthy who believes that brains." Philosophers disagree"something as simple as a with this dualistic concept of
thermostat can have beliefs." a cause and an identity existing
What kind of beliefs can a together, but Searle concluded, "
thermostat have? Simply, too "They are both true."
hot, too cold, and just right .
After his talk, Searle took
Searle was pleased to address numerous questions from the
•
this theory, "unlike most phi- · audience, and despite the serious
losophical question's it is per- subject matter, kept the au•
•
fectly clear and undeniably dience laughing with his wit.
refutable," he said.
"He was such a good speaker,
•
Searle began his argument by he really kept yout attention,"
focusing on an AI lab at Vail said a seniot engineering stuwhere they have a computer that dent who attended. "He amazed
••
•
•
will answer questions about a me with the broad range of
story it is told . It is able to do things he knew. It kind of makes ·
this because it has programmed you go out and learn."
· in its data base a "script" of

........•• . ... ... ·-···•"

·._
:·1

•••

•

••

•

••

1

Oct 31-Nov 8

•

•

----RICHARDS - - (continued from page 6)
was changed. A book about
survival became a book about
the tri,umph of cancer.
Richards graduated with a
degree in English from Northeastern University in 1967.
;He has been a teacher, writer,
and freF-lance photographer for ·

magazines such as Life, New
York Tim es Magazine, Mother
Jones and Magnum. He has also
been awarded fellowships and
grants from the several private
foundations and the National
Endowment for the Arts.

•

•
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·Peabody smiled and thanked
him "You better get us a
highway around Seabrook," he
joked.
"How about if we just carry
around lifevests?" said Pearson,
picking up the name plate he
had knocked off his desk.
Crowley and Frank -stood
outside the off ice and shared
a cigarette.
'Tm Peabody's veterans coodinator," said Frank
"I lost my husband a few years
ago," Crowley said sadly. "He
· was a veteran," she said, looking
thoughtfully into the distance.
"Peabody's alw~y~ been very
strong for the veterans, the
elderly and the handicapped,"
said Frank.
Crowley sm ikd and nodded
her head in agreement.
Peabody lightened the moment as he energetically entered
the hallway. His smile widened
when he saw his campaign
coordinators.
Soon he darted into another
·
.office.
Not once did Peabody downcast his opponents. Not one
word of negativism. No sighs
of disappointment escaped him
when an uninterested employee
didn't smile.
"What party do you run for?"
asked Rita Saltmarsh.
'J'm a Democrat,", said Peabody.
"Whew,'' she said.
Peabody laughed and continued shaking hands. Greenwood pointed to one girl that
Peabody had missed. Not one
handshake could be passeq up.
Finally, when contact had
' been made with every employee,
whether it was a shared laugh,
eyes meeting, or a handshake,
Peabody was satisfied. It wasn't
that all the employees had met
Peabody: he had met all of them.
He walked outside in'to the
60 degree fall day with his three
campaign organizers. "What
do you think?''' asked Crowely.
of Peabody's well-acceptance
campaign tour of ·the Pub'.pc
·
Works Building.
Peabody gazed up into the'
cloudless sky. Still smiling, he
~ quietly said, "I think it's a
beautiful day."

by !t'Jike Peters· ·
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·.~·SENATE~
(continued from page 1) '.

SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y

abuses when organizations have
too much autonomy than problems coming out of student
senate,'' said Harley.
Steve Pesci, General Mapager
of WUNH said, "I think all
student organizations should
have an internal structure set
up so if some members are
noticing problems or don't agree
with things being done the
situation -s hould be handle.cl
internally." ·
"If the student body president
and the senate feel they have
to . say somethi,ng about it,
obviously there is a- problemt
he added . Accord ing to Pesc'i,
comments made by J ones .that
a bill would be brought before
the se n ate ordering Spicer' s
resignation was a "threatening
stance."
"It didn't seem like the best
way of ha~dling it," said Pesci.
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Free room/board in Kittery Point, Me.
Farmhouse in exchange for childcare 3
1 /2 days. 1 toddler Call 204-363-2729
2 Single tobms in Durham. '$300 month,
pr ivate, parking, 10 min . to camp·us ,
washer I dryer, fully equipped-. Ca·ll Don
868 -2910
Dbver - Large, sunny on-e bdrm . apt. Off
street parking, walk-in closet, formal entry,
wa.lk to town./Kari-vari. $'l:i00/mo. incl. n/w.
749-0743.
Seacoast L iving - HEALTHY, TRIM CA-

REER ORIENTED Bl/BWM TO SHARE
SPACIOUSCATHEDRALCEIUNGAPART- '
MENT - PORTSMOUTH. YOUR OWN 10g X 11 -3 BEDROOM PLUS YOUR OWN
BATHROOM. SERIOUS ROOMMATES
ONLY . NO LEASE. CALL 1-431-2559. $300
PER MONTH

Full, part-time. Kitchen and counter help.
Reliable . experience-preferred. Will train .
Shifts available, flexible. Monday-Sunday
11 am - 6pm or 5pm- closing. Apply in
person at Durham House of Pizza. Ask for
Taso or Jerry._ _ _' _ _ _ _ _ __
Travel field position immediately available.
Good commissions, valuable work experience. travel and other benefits. Call Bill
R. (toll free) 1-800-433-7747 for a complete
information mailer.
·
Weekend . Drop- in-support for 2 D .D. _
women living in Portsm'Quth. 12 noon- 1:30
p.m .. 5-6:30 p.m. 5 .50/hr. Call Martha B.
772-5658

[~-~t~j~
1982 Nissan Sentra StatiQ'ri wagon ; ex ce ll ent condition. Front wheel drive . 5speed, 40 mpg., suhroof. ziebart Al.w ays
garaged . Alpine. New: muffler. pipe, front
a/w rad ials, dependable and economical.
Consumer reports lists as best buy. Asking
$2850, Ca ll 868-5122
---~-----, ..-,- --·--'---7--------

35mm Yashica Camera ONLY $75 .00 .
Great condit ion. lde!ll for first time users
of 35mm. Selling because I want a more
advanced one. It's a great deal! Call Kim
4504. rm. 123
1973 VW Bug- 4 cylinder 4 speed. metallic
blue. good condition, dependable trans portation. Askirtg $625 or best offer. Call
868-3122 and ask for Keith.
1974 Mercury Cougar, looks arid runs real
nice. Many new parts. Have all receipts .
Askin.g $1200 or best offer. Call Wade at
862-4427
New Zenith computer. ZW-158-42, complete system . Under warranty. Includes
monitor, printer. numeric coprbcessor,
graphic board. Free micorsoft word . New:
$2900 Asking $2400. Call Stai:;ia, 862-2103
W, 659 -5783 h
For Sale prof.essional studio monitors, 151 80 watts, complete with 20ft. monster
cable, $250 or best offer. Electronics are
-excellent. Robert 664-9547 evenings.
1973 VW Super Beetle, Runs excell·entengine rebuilt and new exhaust 9/85. Some
rust. Must sell! $450 negot. 862-2440 days
436 -8413 eves.
---~---------~

Residential counselor needed for D.D. man
living in supported apt. 3:30-9:00 Mon-Fri.
5.50/hr Call Options-in -community living.
,, 772-5658
OVERSEAS JOBS ... Summer. yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australra, ~Asia. All fields.
$900-$2000 mo. Sig.htseeing. Free info.
, -Wrjte l~C. PO Hx 52 -NH,O.orona Qel Mar,
CA 92625
HAVE A FUTURE IN HUMAN SERVICES?
WANT SOLID EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR
RESUME? PART-TIME, WEEKEND AND
EVENING HOURS, AVAILABLt:, IN RESI DENTIAL PROGRAMS FOR DEVHOPMENT ALLY CHALLENGED PERSONS CALL 772-5658 CAROL OR BARB,

Tires for sale- low mileage plenty of tread .
Size 175/80 13 inch. Four season steel
belted radials. Call Peter at 868-5158
1982 Datsun 4X4 King Cab truck, fiberglass
topper. sun roof, trailerhitch ~'power steering
and brakes . 50,000 m iles .. v,ery good
condition. $4800 Call 868~ 1 ~65 ask for
Kirsh~.O~' ., .
·:, ~ · -~ '. ''" . ·
Dot Computer - ne;·style ·drives. MS-DOS,
MUL Tl PLAN. VOLKSWRITER, Bf.SIC and
more. Brand new, 3 mo. warranty $500.00.
Call 332-8858 days.
1980 VW Rabbit - standard - tape dee,
equa lizer, AM/FM stereo, excellent c0ndition - 106,000 miles. Asking $1500.00
659-7446

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
GWENIE!!
.. .,Lov~, ,
··The
Old 2B
Gang

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

10-31

1975 VW RABBIT New shocks, will run with
little work - or great for parts $200 or bo.
, call Abby 659-2180 keep tryi~-

Hey Congrev.e 3rd: I miss you guys so
much! Come by and visit, eh? You guys
are my best bblddies. Can't wait till you know
when.,.uza - ·

res9rtc)a'C;,pzzi, s\/Jl~ming pool , ~a~na. garf\e
party with friends
rciom, l+ve hands .. happy h:ou(, arid more. ..
$40 deposit by Friday Oct. 31 or $90 by
for five days. Over 60% of the people return
Nov. 7. Call Johrt B. or Bill H. 868-3008
the following year- they c_
a n't all be wrong.
Turbo PC - XT c 5 meg .. hard disk, 640K,
Ask ~omebody about Ski '93, then call us.
choice of vid,e o card and monochrome , ,, _f()r ~rrangen:ents.$40 down by Friday Oct. 31 or $90 by Nov.
monitor. $1299.00. Call"332 -8858 days.
· To S and H in foom 311 Congreve7 or call and make arrangements. It's worth ·
obviously you are -9n the hunt, but do you
it so bring your friends. Call. John B. or Bill
WANT A MOPED TO SPEED AROUND
really think we ate that desperate? If you're
H. 868-3008 or sign up outside the NHOC
CA M'P US AND THE SE A C0 AST?
tfrlat hard up try "Together Computer Datirig
in the MUB.
MOPEDS 1) PUGH 2)HONDA EXPRESS
Service"- it mi_g ht help. Happy hunting Congreve Men _
BUY ONE OR BOTH! CALL 659- 7632
Hey F-4: You guys are my favorite knights!!!
WOULDN 'T IT BE COOL TO HAVE YO'.U,R·
OWN TYPEWRITER? BUY ONE OF Ml NE
SO I CAN EAT! CALL 659-7632

Sk· ier~-Ski che;~p ~nd

L_

1983 LE CAR - NEW TIRES , BRAKES, Jamie- You are a great guy so don't let P.
MUFFLER; 1 OK MILES; $1700 OR BEST . get you down. She'll get her act together
OFF_E_R;_C_A_L_L_6_59_-_54_4_7_E_VENINGS
some day and I'll be around to talk to in

P----,-ersonals_J~

.[.......___

If the words fraternity and sorority

mean

brotherhood and sisterhood, respectively,
why isn't the caring and respect communicated outside of their associations?
6.6 Billion available for college! We match
sources elctronically. Freshman/Sophomore write ACADEMIC FUNDSEARCH,
PO Box K, Plymouth, N.H. 03864

If you are forced to have sex , sexually
· a!?saulted, or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trained to help
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS counselor
Ski 93-UNH Ski Week, 5112 days skiing and
lodging for $169.00. Ski Loon, Cannon ,
Waterville Valley, or Bretton Woods-your
choice each day. Jan. 11 - 16 last week
before Spring Semester. If skiing and
partying for $31 a day without leaving the
mountains. Sounds like a bargain, then
join us. Call John B. or Bill H. at 868-3008
or sign up outside NHOC in the MUB. Bring
friends from home or school for one last
vacation before school.
TANIOUE TANNING CENTER ~S LOOKING -f:OR PEo'PLE WHO WANT TO TAN
FRE5! FOR DETAILS CALL_OR COME IN!
431-7047
SK liEHS -I have a brand new pair of Tyrollia
3900 bindings still in the box. These are
$120 bindings, make me an offer, I'm tired
of them being in my room . Chris at 8681290
Hi Punkin, Happy Halloween! Too bad
UMASS is so far away cuz I really miss
rolling in the leaves, playing frisbee, and
lazy Saturdays eating Planters Peanuts
and pizza goldfish, but most of all, I miss
you. Have you been under any rushing
trains l?tely7 Thanks for beautiful memories~ Take care and keep in touch . Love ,
A Friendly Cherub .
We want YOU! And YOU want to be a
Freshman Camp Counselor' So pick up
your application and sign up for an interview
- RIGHT NOW!! Freshman Camp Off ice
is Rm. 135 in the· M:UB .' We're wa iting f?r .
you ...
YOU HAVE A SERIOUS PROBLEM! You
havB Mt picked UR yo:ur' Freshman Camp :
Counselor App licat ion . Go directly to our
office 'in the MtJB rm . .135 and g.et one now,
and' don't play bal l in the house!!
Mike and Kevin (238) : You two need a qu iet
weekend w ith your parents a'fter last
wee.kend . Never forget the elevator ride,
the quick 12-pack, the Sox game (di.d they
win?) and feel ing exce ll ent. Have a.n
awesome weekend and get ready for
College Woods. Love , your role model.

UNH Hockey team w ill play Prov idence
. th is Saturd!ly night at Snively Arena. Come
watch the UNH Wi ldcats and Roro win .
Good luck guys'
Well, Well, Well , Hall House, another week
has come by in the dorm that has the nick
name "As the BED turns." I wonder why
that nick name. VVdVrVoVpVVdVeVaVdVV
Ellen-Thanks for the personafs . G·ood thing
I get to read them before they get printed.
I'm glad we make you feel at home. I enjoy
your company very n;iuch. You're a sweet
person . LOVE YA N02
BROPH- S'fleak ing in the persona ls wh il e
I wasn 't watch ing ... You nasty girl. But I sti ll
saw them . Thank you very much. I'm glad
you had fun. You and Ellen are great
coxswa ins and great people. SEE YA' IN
THE DORM . LOVE YA N02

"Boy, he even looks like a drowned rat."

$31'.00/dayto ski NHs best, Cannon, Loon,
Waterville and Bretton Woods .Jan . 11-16
with 5 nights lodging at the l~c,:lian Head
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LISA, LISA , LISA-How could you leave
us with no friends? Just 'cause you have
a reel (sic, very sick) life, it's just not FUJ'.',JNY.
But you tawk too much anyway' love us.
P.S. If you do leave, who's going to make
sure we are done by 9 a.m.?

the meantime. Have a great Halloween
and watch out for the "Hug Monster!"
Christine

- - - - - -- - - -

You in the brown leather.. .if "9 1 /2 weeks"
was so awesome, what about T-Hall clock
tower??-- the blue pen
Say "Hello" Telecommunications open
house November 14, 10 a.m. till 3 p.m.: ripen
to the public and meet u·s face to face .
Located next to Bookstore
"You Big Fag" I love you and I'm. so psyched
to be your little sister. Thanks for the great
din din. It was such a surprise. We'll have
to _w atch fogtball at AZ together. Love SAJ.

Tb Lis G. the Teddy Bear Freak: How do
you always get bruises whenever you go
out? Maybe, you need more vitamin C,
maybe more slushys, or maype you should
try to be careful cl·irnbing up those lofts!
Thanks for being the best! Your little sis
from Alpha Xi.
Lyena and N<:>reen, thanx for the fun time
Saturday and Sunday night. It wa•s great.
Lyena, hope you feel better soon. Boo Boo
face, hope your neck clears up soon. then
you won't have to look lik e such a preppy.
1
Love Ya, Broph!
To my Secret Spook: Nice job decorating
my door. Quite creative, but I still don't know
who you are! Room 101
Kimmy there is something under your door
that will help you know me even ll)Ore. This
is your final clue, but is all of it really true.
Loo~ above you, t·may be close. Up a floor,
over a few, maybe I live even nearer to you.
. Tonight there will be no more mystery, hope
you can guess that it's me. Your secret
spook
Hey HALL HOUSE! Who's that vampire
running around biting everybodies necks?
Hey Felicia! How's' it going? I've got a huge
bruise on my arm because of you! Don:t
worry, you'll get yours, kid!
Noreen, Lyena and Keith, Thanks for
making me tee! at home at Hall House, you '
guys· are great friends.and a lot of fun to
be with. Love El. P.S. It's really me this time!
ADOPTION: We're a loving happily married
couple, academic physician and psycholog ist. Eager to adopt wh ite newborn.
Confident ial. Ca ll Collect (212) 724~7.942
Hey Congreve 3rd: I miss you guys so
much' Come by and v isit, e h ? You guys
are my best budd ies. Can't wait till you know
·
when ... Liza
O 'Leary-Wha·t is up with you gett ing a
personal? What is up with you perhaps not
reading it? ·what , is up with you reading
this and not la'Ug_hing? What Is Up? What
Is Up? I hope this haunts you!!! - MGS
I wish L.M . would do her work
To the girl who wears a UNIVERSITY OF
DENVER sweatshirt, stop by THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE and we can discuss the
school - my bro went there - and whatever
else!!' P.S. Hopefully this one will be more
successfu l than the one to the "Beaver."
· pete is desperate, but you don 't know that
Katy, Not bad for a Sunday night, I'm st ill
sneezing. But I still want to nut in your hair.
My ears are still ringing from that tape.
ARTIE- H i honey bumpkins' Hope you
have an awesome t ime at Kappa Sig
tonight. Maybe l'H see you again at 3 am '
in the hall with a large snotties . Maybe ..
you will never come backl _Hi Koskela' MGS.
Jon K. Next time you're in Durham at the
alma materstop in at t.he house. We'll talk
about the Soxwoes and work on next
season 's plans. Skobes.

Jonn i~

K --- You sti ll read this paper? Ha.•
How's the life of the graduate? What's the
rea l world like out there? Sig Ep is still
hav ing some awesome parties, non alcoholic of course . Stop by and visit the
offic'e sometime. -the news editor. P.S.
Do you get to sleep late?

When can we get together and save Tom's
kids ag~in? And Matt, the ·bananna works
all the time, along with the lampshade. Sorry
Lori, we real.ly didn't want to kill you but
you were so mean. Sharon, next time, don't
make us do it, Steve, Doug and I didn't like
being in the dungeon. But hey, you made
a great director ... See you tonigh:t! Tom,
Mark Antony? Your Cleopatra a.waits
you ...(hee, hee)Love and friendship, Lisa
To the sisters of Alph? Xi Delta: Thank you
for your support so far throug·h pledging!
To our big· sisters we're so excited to have
you and thanks for everything! We love
you all, and we're proud to be Alpha Xi
pledges!
Launa: "Hey Launa- Wake up from SWl:JVing!" I had a blast Thursday nig·ht. We
definitely have to go to Nicks and get some
Root Beer Schnapps! I'm psyched that your
my Big Sis. Thanks for being the best! Your
Alpha Xi Little Sis.

M. Dot. You know I'm going to win the $100.
How about dinner ins.l ead? Have some
smart food ori me. Dobe! Kung
Darlene- Happy Birthday to a bad girl. With
love.Your secret wildcat admirer. D.B.

i

'Tim, Tim and Rich: Well. what's the scbop?
You guys have been gpod at being·snobs.
I miss 1c>u! See you Fri. night. Look for us
chara9ters from D-2. 1·1·1 be t he one in
gold ... Usa
Hal1 House Rm .. 201-· Mike S.- Secret
spooks- what a game. T~y to deceive is
the name ofthe game. But we stil.f. know
each other all the sain~. Wi·th clues you
try to figure out who I am. 6Lit you may still
be in a jam. At the party tonight you will
receive your final hint. Let's hope your mind
has it figured out and there's no lint. Your
secret spook.

i

fr

l

i

I

Hi MOM! This is your hardworking and
diligent offspring taking time to say hello
from the murky depths of mid term mania.'
Could you send money and some valium?
How is schqol going? I hope you're doing
better tnari 'I am! T eM th'e Counselor I said .
hi . I'll find some hulk for the 15! HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! Love, me

I

'H i big .sis! I hope you're as psyched as I
am! I think you a re really special- even
if your ¢ostume did '.look kind like a pilgrim .
:.Keep guarding the fort Marcy! Love ya!
Your little sis.ter. .

!

I

Hi D-~: Well no more M.P.? Yikes, this is
too hard . Old habits die hard .. .Help! I'm
going to need,it. I miss him though. I know,
Shut Up!'!' Sorry, Thanks you guys, you've
been so J 1elpful. God, do I neecj help.
Alwavs. 'usa

1

.!f.·

!

l
l

.I

i
l;

Answer to the "No" means "No" question:?
St.o p thirrking· about sex all the time and
concentrate on some of the other meaningful things in life. Your confusibn between
a friendship and a male/female relationship
is confusirtg to me. Next time talk to the
person instead of assuming that he wants
to get into your pants. It's possible to care
for your friends -you cari even love some
of the special ones. A Destroyed Friendship
Holders of B .. Lpofa looking for nuns from
convent to falfill fantasy. Preferrably orgy
in smai1 sports car.
to the sisters of Delta Zeta. Thanks for
an awesome semester so far (the big sister
hunt was a blast!!) We love you all!! DEE
ZEE Pledges. P.S. Look out for those
MORNING raidslf ·

I

To the brothers and little sisters of Kappa
Si~ma Mansion, We're proud to be the Little
Sister pledges of 1986. We're psyched to
be here- looking forward to a fun-filled year.
HAPPY HALLOWEEN . Love, the Little Sister
pledge class .

I

I

Karate campus guys' In light of the
pub li shed confession, you all should fee l
very small for your faulty accusations!
Innocent'
Does acquaintance rape' really exist?
Doesn't rape occur with stra,ngers? Why
would s9meone want to rape an acquaintace? Or a friend?

I
I

!

jl

:!
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Night Grill

J

Prepared .bY one of our famous chefs

l 1 C, -..,. '.

Tuesday"".Grilled Ham & Cheese
.Wednesday-8 LT
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich

I
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" .lb1rs~ay,

only 75¢

N&W S&ancl E.xf"LtM

lridian Summer
·vocal/guitar

~
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The
Niche CoffeehOtise
presents

Monday-Hamburger

!

! '
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g
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Interested in being
on the staff? or performing at the open
stage on Nov. 8?
Come to our meetings Thursday at
5:00 pm in the
Niche.

Saturday Nov. 1
8-12 pm
Devine 7L ,
Free admission
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LETTERS
CONTINUED FROM
PAGE 12

Forum
To the Editor:
This is an adddition to the ·
growing list of hostile responses
to your politically misinformed and
journalistically inept forum editor
'
Sonia Schmitt.
Sonia, dear, for your information,
you are not as educated and intel~
lectual as you lead yourself to
believe. I fear you have been
swallowed up with millions of other
Americans by the late mass media
campaign to win over the American
public's dedication and support of
the administration.
I am not a hippie-freak nor a
commie-hag though that is what
people like you and others in the
mainstream tend to label people
that don't fit into your clean -cut
social order. I am an anthropology
senior at UNH, and have done quite
a bit -0f studying in my academic
career concerning the politics of
South Africa, the Soviet Union,
Central America, U.S. Domestic
and Foreign Policy, and Marxism
among other vast political issues.
Go into the library dear Sonia and
do some comparative analysis on
the facts and opinions you gather
from some twenty or thirty scholars
from both left and right. This is
called research. Then I might be
able to relate to what you have to
say.
Concerning the South Africa
issue, by the first 'question' you
raised, I would assume that you are
in support of the racjst Apartheid
system. You call the majority of the
population that has been brutally
enslaved by an economically elite
minority a "hostile race?" Because
they are tired of it and are trying
·to fight for their basic rights just
as we proud Americans did some
200 years ago? Then_ you throw in
the old "how can we justify imposing sanctions on South Africa
because it represses the right of 25
million while we encourage trade
at- unde_r_m_arket prices with t?e

Soviet Union, which denies the.
rights of 275 m.i llion people and
threatens the safety of the free
world?'.' What are you saying here?
That you believe in human rights,
but you don't believe in the tights
of South Africans? You believe in
human rights, but I'd assume you'd
also support the contra-aid movement that is aimed at destabilizing
a. p_oor, developing country by
killmg a part of its population in
order to put back in power the
corrupt land owning political body
that does good business with the
United States? Do y9u really think
~he current regime in Nicaragua
1s a prospective Soviet satellite?
Do you think they want to deal with
more imperialistic, oppresive powers? True,the ANC is supported
by the Soviets indirectly, but because
the U.S. didn't get to them first. ·
The ANC is NOT in alliance with
the Soviet Union; the ANC's main
objective is to restore freedom to
the peoples of Southern Africa.
They intend to do business with
both the US and the USSR in the
future, if we don't screw up our
relations with them now.
Do you .know what SELFDETERMINATION means for the
development of a nation of people?
It means let them control their own
politics, economies and foreign
relations by themselves.
You are another victim of the 'red
spread' paranoia; now responsible
for the war in Nicaragua, and for
the enslavement and deaths .of
thousands of people throughout
the world: It all started with the
two great super powers' conflict.
The Cold War and the Arms Race
between the U.S. and the USSR has .
become a horrifying bloody wat for
people of other countries. Do I have
any solutions? Only that citizens
of the US, and staff writers of The
New Hampshire, a paper which
thousands of young impressionable
minds are exposed to, educate
themselves in a way that reflects
political reality before they twist
their words in a dangerous way so
that they end up stomping on true ,
intelligence, something which the
New Hampshire often seems deJulie Jeffrey
void of.

Alcohol
To the Editor:
T~) alhhose- who took part in
Nat10nal' Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week:
We w<I,ht to take the opportunity
~o th~nk you for your participation
m this year's National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week
(NCAA W). NCAA W was an oc casion to raise awareness of alcohol
and other drug issues within the
University Community. We b~lieve
the week was highly successful
based on the number of individuals
reached, and information shared
and positive feedback received . .
Many ~pecific individuals, departme~ts, _and community groups gave
t,hetr time and energy during the
week and we would like to publicly
thank them:
Dining Services, Barnes and
Noble, Dean of Students Office
Smitty's, College of Engineering,
Bagelry, College of Liberal Arts,
Benjamin's, Whittemore School of
Business, Cookie Jar, Residential
Life, Burger King, Public Safety,
Portsmouth U-Haul, MUB Catering, Pepsi Bottling Co.,J ane Fithian,
The Upper Cut, Grounds and
Roads, Sub Stop, MUSCO, Tin
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Palace, Durham Police Pistachio's
Health Services, SS '7 95B Clas~
Members
·A special thank you to members
of the Drug Advisory Committee
Judy Chalifoux, wor-k study student~
in the Health Education Center and
th~ two s~udent interns working
this year m the Health Education
Center, Kelly Hennigan and Holly
Baker for their long hard hours. of
work throughout the week.

: ~it?out your -s-uj:,-port-iii'a j)~i:uc1pat1on the week could not hav<
been a_ ~eality. Although NCAA
Week is over, there is still a need
for alcohol/ drug education th~ough
ou t the year. We look forward to
your continuing commitmend:o this
'
issue.
Stephanie Norton
Co-chairperson
Drug -Advisory Committee
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo ·
Co-chairperson
Drug Advismy Committee

. Letters to the editor should be
typed and signed and must in~
elude an address and telephone
.,
number for verification.
Address all mail to:
The N 'e w Hampshire
Room 151,
MUB

"UNPARALLELED
TERROR

TI,ie mq,st horri1Ying
· · . :' motiOil picture
~you' II ever see!"
-Rex Reed

THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW
·MASSACRE

A film by TOBE HOOPER •Starring MARILYN BURNS
. a"".! GUNNAR HANSEN as "Leatherface"
Produced and Directed by TOBE HOOPER
©MCMLXXX New Lrne Crntma Corp fromJ!NEW LINE CINEMA

~·~

TONIGHT!HI
at 10pm & 12 .midnight

IN THE MUBPUB

·.••·.,,

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
I

. ". · The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex·
·
perience that will last a lifetime.
. Working at a pr<?fessi?nal l,evel. thot ordinarily might
take years of apprent1cesh1p back llome, volunteers find
the Cc;1.reer Qro~th they're l?oking for and enjoy a unique
experience 1n the developing world.
· . !nternational firms and government agencies value
th~ skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
CO~ACT YOUR .FULL-TIME
PFACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE:

Randy Maclbnald
University of New Hampshire
Wolfe House, Grolind Floor
(Next to Campus Ministry)
Office: . ( 603) 862-18'80

Hane: (603) 868-3492

.Peace ·c orps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.
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THIS FRIDAY NIGHT!

6·10 pm

"~'
-:~~

{~J ~

Kappa Sigma
Chi Omega
second annual

.~~-;~5-;:~~
;;.-;/ ~t.~;..
;,~

~?-...

IJ @i:

.HAUNTED

.l !

HOUSE!
:\ 59 mai nst.

, , · durham
TO
BENEFIT THE

·United Way
October 31, 1986

$1 children . ·
$2 students

THE UNH CAMBRIDGE
~

~-CWedt0-6

99/uuv & c;Jrj,; 10-8
3at 10-5
827 ~ c:c:A lie;,, ~<We/t/,

CJt9t

adf- UJ;$~'%3~<!J>~ 749-6616 9/?13d'l, 7fl<:;f!j

ALL INTERESTED PERSONS TOAN

Open House
Tuesday, Nov. 4
4-6 p.m.

·Elliott Alumni Center

Writers' Workshops
Co11cr11tmtio11. Pror:rastination & Motivation Help

Research Paper Writing Assistance
Graduate School Information
Brain

UNH Cambridge
Summer Program
Hamilton Smith 52
862-3962

Exe~·cising

Catching Up
ALL FREE from the Training in Academic Skills (TASk) Center.
Comp .~ee u.~ at our NRlfl location
21 Madbury Rd.
(the red & white house)
or CALL 862-3~98.for details about these and other services.

'
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Field hocke y team
leaves M.a roons
singing the blues
By Kathy Daly
The UNH field hockey team
took the visiting end of the field
for the last time this season
against a scrappy Springfield
College team. The Wildcats
gathered their strength and outshone the Lady Maroons under
the lights in Springfield.
The Wildcats pummeled the
; Maroon's cage with 28 shots and
were successful on six of them
for a 6-0 victory which boosts
their record to 13-2. Springfield
fired only 11 shots on UNH
goalie Michele Flannel!. Flannell saved all of them to give
her and the rest of the defensive
unit the sixth shut-out of the
season.
Karen Geromini, who leads
the 'Cats with 15' goals and three
assists, opened the scoring with
22 minutes, 23 seconds left in
the ·first half off a Sandi Costigan/Cyndi Caldwell corner
combination. Just over 3 minutes later, UNH was awarded
a penalty stroke when the
Springfield goalie got the ball
caught in her equipment, making it unplayabte. Costigan
scored on the penalty stroke to
give the Wildcats a two goal
lead.
Another mistake by the
Springfield goalie gave UNH
its second penalty shot, less than
two minutes later. Geromini
· scored on. the penahy stroke to
make the score 3-0 UNH.
The Wildcats epitomized the
words "team play" by controlling every aspect of the game
with a poised, finessed passing

combination. Transition from
the back to the front line was
combined with movement off
. the ball and smart passing.
With 5:49 remaining in the
half, Pauline Collins and Shelly
Robinson combined to score the
fourth goal for UNH. The goal
came from a mass of players
fighting for the ball in front of
the net. Collins put the ball over
the line for the score.
Only three minute.s later,
Colfins scored on a penalty
stroke to give the Wildcats a five
goal advantage. The half ended
with UNH leading 5-0 after 35
great minutes of team play.
The second half saw more
offensive attacks by Springfield.
Ten out of their 11 shots car:ne
in the half. UNH continued to
dominate, however, although
unable to put the ball in the net
until nearly 2.6 minutes ha,d
expired. The Maroons changed
their goalie, which appeared to
make the difference for the half.
Taking the ball the length of
· the field and putting it past the
Springfield netminder, Collins
scored again with 9:20 left in
the game, giving her her:_ first
collegiate hat trick. UNH continued to pressure the Maroon' s
net and received several corner
hits in the last six minutes to
keep the ball in Springfield's
defensive end.
The Wildcats host Boston
College Friday and Northeastern on Wednesday. The 'Cats·
are expecting two great games
-in preparation for post-season
· play.

The victorious hockey team congratulates goalie G~eg Rot~
after the game.(Ronit Larone photo)

URI Rams comin g to town
By Rick K~mpersal
The Rhode Island Rams come
to town this weekend with a new
look; one that has netted them
zero wins in seven tries. When
UNH travelled to Rhode Island
last season to duel with the
vaunted Rams and the likes of

----PU C K ---

quarterback Tom Ehrhardt and back Greg Farland, while throwtight end Brian Forster, Eh- . ing for 1594 yards and 5 touch.::rhardt threw for 446 yards and downs, was snakebitten by ·
the Rams took the contest 30- inte_rceptions. He threw 14 of
20. The Rams wound up taking them. Bobby Jean, on the other
every honor possible as they hand, continues his assault on
made it to the NCAA playoffs the UNH record books. Jean
and won the Lambert Cup.
needs only 136 yards passing
This year, .the Ram offeo.se. ·to break Denis Stevens.' 1981
is depleted. The Rams .have been record of 1,754 yards. Since
decimated by the losses of stepping in for Rich Byrne in
Ehrhardt, Forster, wide receiver the Delaware game, the sophoDameon Reilly and split end more quarterback has directed
Tony DiMaggio.
,
his team to six consecutive ·
On the other side of the field, victories.
the Wildcats go into the game
sporting a 6-1 record and are
Notes: The Wildcats are
tied for first place in the Yankee ranke·d eleventh in the country
Conference. However, a key in the NCAA I-AA poll and are
element will be missing from second in the Lambert Cup
the New Hampshire defense. trophy race, which Rhode Island
Three-time All-Yankee Con- added to its spoils last year. The
Jerence performer Ilia J arost- . series between the two teams
.chuk, who leads the team in stands at 34-22- 5 irt favor bf the
tackles, tore a muscle in his right 'Cats.
bicep during last week's 24-21
win over Northeastern and
Along with Ilia Jarostchuk,
. could possibly 'be out for the other Wildcats
unavailable for
remainder of the season. In his service are
his younger brother
place will be sophomore John Basil (cracked ribs),
senior coDubots, who has seen limited captain
Dave Duggan (groin),
action this year.
and defensive end Bob Murray.
The quarterback situation for
Rhode Island is chaotic.
Coach Bob Griff in· intends to
With last week's win over
start freshman Paul Ghilani for Northeastern, the Wildcats
the first time. Ghilani, in spot- were assured of their twelfth
ted action, has completed 26 of winning season in the last
51 passes for 299 yards and 3 thirteen. They have also won
27 of their last 34 games. UNH
touchdowns.
Last week, in a 28-14 loss to has won six consecutive games.
Richmond, Ghilani directed two The all-.time record is nine, set
late scoring drives to provide by the 1950-51 squad. The
some last hope. Junior quarter- -~ildcats are 36-point favorites.

_

(continued from page 24)
idence will travel up to Snively
for a rematch on Saturday. UNH
figures to be in a battle with t.he
Friars, Northeastern, Maine and
Lowell for a spot in the playoffs.
Under the new rules, the last
place team will not make the
playoffs (last year every team
made the playoffs). In addition,
the top two teams (probably
Boston University and Boston
College) get byes in the first
round, leaving numbers three
and four to play five and six in
the first round.
NOTES: Sophomores Mark
Babcock and Rich Burchill have
been reinstated on the team, and
are practicing this week. Goalie
Burchill was suspended in August, and his scholarship
was revoked. He was given
clearance to rejoin· the team
after a review by his academic
counselors, the dean of students,
and Athletic Director Andrew
Mooradian.
Babcock has returned at forward, after a review by Head
Coach Bob Kullen.

•••

•••
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-------- ----CO ASTER -------- ---(continued from page 24)

under pressure though and
released a weak kick That
dribbled off the post. Tilden
scooted over and covered the
ball as UNH avoided a major
threat. No one ever said soccer
couldn't be a game of luck.
For the remainder of both
overtime periods, Tilden thwarted whatever came her way and
U~H sealed the victory. They
now have a 6-4-3 record.
_,Accord_i_ng to Pfisterer, the

--------SOCCER------~
(continued from page 24)
tell them (players) that if they
keep trying things will come·
together for them," said Garber.
The other day at practice sophomore Scott Brennan asked
Garber when this would happen
Brennan missed Tuesday's
game because of a class, adding
to the Wildcat's problem's.
The 'Cats' next game is Friday
at home against the sixth ranked
team in New England, Rhode
Island. But UNH has beaten
URI the past two seasons.

year is insurance for next season.
Wildcats still have a chance to rest of our games, we'll have a But Garber is sticking with his
make the ECAC playoffs. The good shot of getting into the seniors despite a 3-9-1 record
top 12 teams in the nation play ECAC's." The Wildcats gained with just two games remaining.
Garber dedicatedly plays his:·
in the NCAA tournament. that distinction last year, but
UNH ha·s no plans for that. lost 2-1 to Rutgers in the first seniors, who he feels have
worked hard and provided leadHopefully several other teams round.
ership. "I don't want to bench
in the East will make the
NCAA's which will open up
The next stone in the path my seniors. It's not like a title
spots in the ECAC tournament.
to post-season competition for · is on the line."
But Garber is no where near
UNH hopes to be one of the · UNH is Keene State. They hike
teams asked to take part ·in that.
into Durham for a Sunday giving up the season to defeat,
Pfisterer added, "It's still
matinee at 1:00. Buy your tickets despite a disappointing season
of injuries and bad breaks. "I
sketchy, but,.if we can win the for the roller coaster ride.
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Sports
Late goals lift Wildcats to first victory
held off the young Friar's
By Chris Heisenberg
The UNH men's hockey team charge.
In the third period Calcione
evened its Hockey East record
at 1-1~1 by defeating the Prov- broke past freshmanJeff Lazaro
idence College Friars 3-1 Wed- on a four-on-four situation, and
nesday night. Again, late period broke Rota's shutout 1-1.
· Rick Lambert and Mark Johngoals determined the winner.
The Wildcats got third period son then combined on the
goals from Mark Johnson and winning goal at the 11 minute
Tim Shields after PC's Andy mark. After taking a pass from
Calcione tied the game early in Lambert, Johnson waited until
·Lambert provided the screen
the third period.
The story of the strong de - in front of freshman goalie Matt
fense was senior goalie Greg Merton, and fired a wristshot
Rota who turned aside 17 second for his first collegiate goaL
Tim Shields added an insuperiod shots, preserving a 1-0
lead . Although he was under rance goal in the final minute
heavy pressure, especially from just as PC was about to pull
Friar defensemen Jim Hughes, Merton for the extra attacker.
Perry Florio and Shawn With- Before Merton could leave the
am, Rota came up w!th the key net, Shields came in on a breakaway and beat ,the retreating
saves.
There was little sustained goalie with a backhander.
With the new Hockey East
pressure in the first period, but
UNH opened t-he scoring ort home and home format, ProvDan Prachar'~ second goal of
the season, with the assist going
to Rick Lambert. This lead held
up for the next eriod, as Rota

UNH players Rick Lambrert (back) and Tim Hanley (froiit) wait in front of the Providence
goal.(Ronit Larone photo)
·
·

Soccer women roll to victory
· By Paul Sweeney
In many ways, the UNH
women's soccer team is like a
roller coaster. The Wildcats
offer many exciting twists and
turns on their journey through
a soccer game.
On Wednesday, UNH took
off on another breathtaking
ride, this time against the Holy
Cross Crusaders. When the fun
was finished, the Wildcats ,had
swiped a clutch 2-1 double
· overtime victory over the team
in purple.
Expectant mothers or people
with heart conditions are best
off flOt attending a Wildcat
women's soccer game. The game
with Holy Cross was no exception. "I almost had a heart attack
on a few of the plays," admitted
'Cat assistant coach Adrian
Pfisterer.
The coaster ride began for
UNH on a score by senior cocapta~n Kim Shaw. An original
Wildcat shot was blocked by
Cross goalie Amy Peluso, but
Shaw .pounced on the rebound
to put the Wildcats up. 1-0 early
in the first half. Any further
pressure was warded off by both
sides and the score stood at 10 at the break.

...
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In the opening 'minutes of the still had one.
second half, UNH was enjoying
As darkness crept over and
itself. Amy Yager, Sarah Stokes eventually enveloped the fo:ld,
and Maura · Na ugh ton were UNH ventured into its third
especially awesome, constantly overtime in four games. ·Wastapplying heat on the HC net, ing no time; Sarah Stokes
whether by shot or pass. The knocked a ball off of and Peluso
Wildcats ' had many scoring inro the net, vaulting the Wildoportunities.
cats into the lead. How sweet
UNH took the ride up in the it would've been if sudden death
early going of the half. How- was in order, but the rules don't
ever, on a rollercoaster, what , call for it. Holy Cross had over
goes up must also come down. 20 minutes to strike back.
The Wildcats were subjected to
The Crusaders certainly gave
a downer of their own when it the old college try. They forced
Holy Cross equalle_d the score. Tilden to come up huge on a
As Crusader Ann Sweeney broke couple of occasions. On one
down the left side, UNH 'goal- certain play, it goes beyond all
tender Janene Tilden went out logic why HC didn't put the ball
to challenge her. Observantly,
in the net. Holly O'Sullivan had
Sweeney slipped a pass to a wide the ball and the right side of the
open Holly O'Sullivan, who net to herself. She crumbled
could've done the rest blindfolded. The score rested at 1- COASTER, page 23 _
1.
From that point on it was a
rocky ride for both clubs. UNH
lucked out when a loose ball
dribbled by its goal line un~
touched by Crusaders. Wildcat
Beth O'Connor put a lump in
Holy Cross' throats with a By Paul Tolme
testing shot. At the end of
It was an oil and water comregulation though, both sides
b i nation for the UNH men's
soccer team; oil and vinegar for
Central Connecticut's.
·
A numbing three-and-a-half
hour bus ride combined with
speedy Connecticut forward
Dave Voetel meant trouble for
the Wildcats. It didn't take
Jeanne Dixon to predict UNH
would have a tough time Tuesday.
Voetel' s two goals came early
in the first half, before the
lackluster Wildcats' 6-wheei ·
anesthesia had worn off. "Our
guys had no legs until half way
into the game," said head coach
Ted Garber.
Voetel, one of the best. for. ward's Garber has seen this year,
wasted no time in dirtying his
cleats.
Voetel recieved a pass in front
of UNH's sweeper, setting up
Central Connecticut ran away from UNH, 4-1.(Ronit Larone a one-on-one. Too easy.
"There's a goal," Garber overfile photo)

Freshman fullback Beth O'Connor protects the ball from a
:Providence defender.(Stu Evans photo)

Soccer men find bus too slow,
Lose to fast foe, 4-1
heard a Connecticut player say.
Voetel burned the defender and
then the net. ·
One of the leading scorers in
the region, Voetel, appropriately, scored the winning ·goal. But
according to Garber, he didn't
need to use his speed or moves
on this goal, as he was off-sides.
"I asked my defenders if he
(Voetel) was off-sides, and they
said he was two to three steps
behind them," said Garber. The
referees blew this call, said
Garber shrugging his shoulders.
UNH's only goal came late
in the second half with the lead
out of reach. Four goals down,
senior Tom Cloutier ran down
a lead pass o'n the right wing
and fired from an ominous
angle, skimming the fringe of
hit or miss. From iO to 15 yards
out and to the right of the goal,
Cloutie:r fired a shot while on
the run which hit the far post
and ricocheted in.
Cloutier's goal was no fluke

though. UNH played evenly
with Connecticut in the second
half, as each team scored one
goal. Connecticut only outshot
UNH 4-7, but took advantagG
of its shots. Garber said Connecticut is a skilled team making
a concerted effort to big time.
They have a few foreign players
and many scholarships.
Connecticut's third first half
goal came unassisted by Pau l
Dewey on a tussle for the ball
in front of UNH's goal. Connecticut extended its insurmountable lead to four goals in
the second half on an unassisted
goal by Brendan McKebbin. All
of Conne'cticut' s goals were
unnassisted.
:McKebbin' s goal beat second
half junior goalie Chris Jay, who
has been splitting games with
first half starter senior Dave
Barlow. The two possess equal
abilities, and play mg Jay this
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